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GARMENTS

Summer Visitors

at 97 Exchange st., Portland, Me.
Terms: Eight X*>llftrs a Year. To mail subscribSeven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Kates op Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$ I.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or lejs,
continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00: $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

of

all kinds

aud Residents will find
of

best assortments
Dry Cleansed, Steam
Fancy
Goods,
Scoured or Dyed
Gloves,
and Pressed
BY

TAILOR’S

of the

Parasols,
Travelling Bags,

FOSTERS

Duellings,
Collars,

Forest City Dye House

Cuffs,

IS Preble St. opp. Preble House
sneodtf
JylS

Handkerchiefs,
Fichus,
Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,
Dress Goods &c.

Cure Your Corns
USING

SOHLOTTEEBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

at very low’

Entirely harmless; is not a cans tie.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brash for applying in each bottle.
E3TA CURE IS OUARAXTEKD.^Jtm
Price ‘J3 cent*.
For sale by all Druggist*.

prices,

at

J. M. DYER &. CO S
auglO

Tty it and you will be conviuced like thousands
now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’* Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other,
ttdtf
nev2S

511 .Congress Street.
oodtf

TOURISTS A WELLERS.

BOOKS.

Tourists

Books

Wanted

mediately.

MflRO

others

needing

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, &c„

imr»ka»»d.

Old

nnd

anything in the line of

118

10,000

Im-

will find
It

sndtf

advantageous

to

call at the

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE,

Opposite the Preble House,
480 Congress S

?

.

TBK AGON1EB OF

BlLOl’S

COLIC,

■D INDESCRIBABLE PANGS
INDIGESTION, THE DEBILITY

OF CHRONIC
AND MENTAL
STUPOR RESULTING FROM A COSTIVE HABIT, MAY BE CERTAINLY AVOIDED BY REGULATING THE SYSTEM WITH THAT AGREEABLE AND REFRESHING STANDARD PREPARATION. TAKKAIYT-M MKLTZER A«*EltlKYT. PROCURABLE AT ALL DRUGGISTS

*■*23

Proprietors.

Jyl9
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«odtt

METEOROLOGICAL.
FOE

INDICATIONS

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUB

HOURS.

Was Dep't Office Chief Signal (
Offices, Washington, D. C.
j
August 30,1 A. M.
For New England,
Partly cloudy w eather and local rains, followed
by clearing weather, mostly northerly winds,
risng barometer and nearly stationary temperature.

SAVE YOUR UlOYEY
—

and

plaee

it is

an

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY

The storm that was central yesterday morning in Chesapeake Bay has moved northeastwardly, causing dangerous winds on the Atlantic coast, and is now central in Nova Scotia.
The temperature has fallen in the New England and Middle Atlantic States. Tennessee,
Ohio valley and lower Lake region; elsewhere
it has remained nearly stationary. Northerly
winds prevail in the New England and Soath
Atlantic States, Tennessee and Ohio valley;

COMPANY.
oThe UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, ie now is it* THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time ha* it been more
Its RESULTS
sroeperou* or more •ucceseful.
least year w»* a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURFLUS. INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

FOR

north to east winds m the Middle Atlantic
States and lower Lake region; east to sooth
wi»ds in the upper Lake region, upper Mississippi and Missouri valleys. Local rails have
fallen in the New England and Middle Atlantic States and eastern portion of the lower
Lake region.
Fair weather is indicated in the Middle Atlantic States, Tennessee, Ohio valley and lower
Lake region on Thursday, with slowly rising
temperature. Local rains are indicated in the
upper Lake region and upper Miesiesippi val-

A

ley

HOME

on

Rochester, N. Y., Ang. 29.—The steam
barge Saxon, with a cargo of 14,000 bushels of
wheat, grounded on the shore of Lake Ontario
off Wilson. The crew were saved. A heavy

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

is

sea

Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth

runniug.

Providence, R. T., Aug. 29. -The tug Gov.
H. M. Hoyt went from Newport this afternoon
to the assistance of the schooner reported in

of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the

distress northeast of
Point Judith.
The
schooner was found to be an English vessel
with no cargo, but she refused assistance. She

largest financial institnf ion of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

van

anehnnoi

nhnm

1

Judith, laboring hard.

The United States schooner Wave split her
sails off Narragansett Pier this afternoon and
A government tug towed her to
anchored.

Newport.

It is rumored a steam yacht is
Ochre Poiut, near Newport Beach.

PERRIS,

‘Manager

Friday._

LATEST MARINE NEWS.

Com panY

J. P.

ashore at

MASSACHUSETTS.

for Me. & N. H.

The Tobacco Crop.

when |
Springfield, Ang. 29.—Reports to New
•o desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
England Homestead from over 100 tobacco
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
towns in tbe Connecticut and Housatonic valean represent a great, progressive Lite company ;
leys indicate that the 1883 tobacco crop will
whote popular features ana phenomenal success
be average in yield while excelling in quality.
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
The total average has been reduced fully 15 per
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
cent, with one-third increase in Havana.
them, to aid in securing and building up a perm a
Attempt to Wreck :i Boston and Albany
aent business.
may8eodtf

g3^ Communications treated confidentially

1

Express.
Boston, Avg. 29.—An attempt was made on
to
wreck the through AlTuesday evening
bany express train on the Boston & Albany

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE
—IN the—

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
about 3 V4
cent, in-

Which at

*

barest.

premium

pay.

per

Better than the Savings Bank,
whieh gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent.
Interest, from which yon may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
ie make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
se shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.
TOE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowment*.
Besides giving in
■aranoe these policies have returned* the premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an

average of 4.27 per cent Interest.
TWE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
eest. reserve is $8,022,612,

4

per

SINGE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to te
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LITE AGENTS WANTED
Th* above Endowment Policies
(or sale at

88

EXCHANGE

ST.,

PORTLAND, I»1 41NE.

LEWIS

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

Special Agent.
T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
eodtf
jne23

CLARK’S

Circulating Library.
The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as pub2 cents a day.
lished. Terms
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods constantly on hand.

Frank B. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
ju22

Railroad. The train leaveB Worcester at about
8.25, and when between Coidaville end Ashland two railroad ties were discovered on tbe
track. The air brakes were instantly applied
and the train was soon brought to a standstill;
not, however, before the obstruction had been
struck by the locomotive. Oue of tbe ties was
thrown aside, bat tbe other was overrun by the
cowcatcher, and wedged in so tightly between
it and the front wheels of the locomotive that
it could be removed only after twenty minuteB’
exertions by men with crowbars, axes and
sledge-hammers. The tie was carried in this
position a distance equal to half the leugth of
the train, and the escape of the locomotive
from being thrown off the track seems, under
tbe circumstance little less than miraculous.
As it happened, however, no injury whatever
was done either to passengers or properly.

Charged with Frnnd.
Pittsfield, .Aug. 29.—Editor John M.
Whitman of the Evening Journal was arrested last night for alleged fraud in passing a
check, representing that he bad a deposit in
the bank, wben he bad, as alleged, no such
Two weeks ago
deposit, and no credit.
Knowles & Maxim, who do press work for
tbe Gazette, the Journal's weekly publication,
An Editor

refused to let the forms leave their office until
their bill wae paid. Mr. Whitman paid it, as
alleged, with a worthless check.
They have
since been urging him to settle, but. he has
Mr.
failed to do so, hence arrest for fraud.
Whitmao spent a couple of hours in the lockThin morning
up before he could secure bail.
the case was continued one week. The money
has since been paid aDd there will be no further prosecution.

THE SENATE ENQUIRY.
3”

over a

The

Strength of

the Central

Labor Union.

Nsw York, Aug. 29.—The sub-committee ol
the Senate on labor and education resumed its
session to-day. Elisha Robinson, publisher ol
real estate maps and conveyances, gave testimony as to tbe number of lots on Manhattan
Island and their oceapancy, and P. J. McGuire furnished testimony regarding the organisation and aims of tbe Central Labor Union.
He said that its membership was 70,000, and
that Dot infrequently during strikes the Uninn
raised money on behalf of the strikers. The
members of the Union regarded the tariff
question as a fight between the exporter and
the importer, labor being unaffected by this
fight. During the freight handlers’ strike the
witness asserted that Italians were imported
here to take their places. Wm. C. Anderson,
the trade wanted an eighta bricklayer, said
hour law and a reconstruction of the lien law.

Prohibition In .’Qliooari.
St. Louis, Ang. 28.—Gov. Crittenden is reported t,o be seriously considering the question
of calling an extra session of the Legislature,
either to amend the Downing law so as to
make it apply to St. Louis, or to prepare r nd
submit a prohibitory amendment to the conThe
stitution at tbe next general election.
Governor in on interview is reported to have
an
am
“I
as
follows:
anti-prohibitionist
spoken
from the soles of my feet to the crown of my
head, bat I feel with the people of the State
that if the iaw is to be defied in St. Louie and
I have to choose between lawlessness and prohibition, I am a prohibitionist under such a
provocation. Prohibition will carry the State

by 50,000 majority.”

Western Tornado.
Chicago, Aug. 29.—A heavy rain and hail
storm passed over a large part of Rock county,
Wis., last night, doing great damage to the
tobacco crop. Of 60,000 acres 20.000 were laid
The loss to farmers will be
waste by hail.
greater than by any storm heretofore experienced, and is estimated at $100,000. Near Ster
ling, Illinois, the extent of the storm was fifteen miles in lougth and ten in width, and
the Iosb of the farmers about $15,000.

eodtf
fiaaw Hall.

For Sale,
house No. 6 Park Place pleasantly located in centre of the block, nine rooms. A
rood opportunity for any one seeking for a snug
BEN SHAW.
and comfortable home
Exchange St.
au$20deod2w*

BRICK

Advertisements inserted in the
“Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Stute) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GG.

kRine.
A Nad Suicide.
Camden, Aug. 29.—The wile of George W.
Dunton committed suioide this afternoon by
hanging in the attic, alter sending her husband
to the druggist for medicine. Temporary insanity was the cause. She was about 70 years
Sixth Jlninc Regiment.

Dover, Aug. 29.—The Sixth Maine Regiheld their annual reunion at this town
About 100 were present. They were
escorted from the depot ro the hall by the
northern division of the G. A. R. and Lowell
ment

Camp Sons of Yeterans, 400 strong, with band.
A banquet was given them at noon. At 4
o’clock they were escorted to the park where
the members of the G. A. R. are holding muster, and a general review by the department
officers of the G. A. R. took place. W. Z.
Clayton was eleoted Commander for the ensuing year. The next reunion will be held at
Bangor.
Puritan ef Rally Jlorrievy.

Aceo eta, Aug. 29.—Sally Morrisey, of Portland, now in the State prison, was pardoned by
the Governor and Council to-day. She was indicted at the January term, 1879, for the murder of her infant child on the 17th of October,
1878. A demurrer was filled and overruled at
the Law teem of 1879. The certificate of decision was issued Dec. 12,1879. The case was
continued in the Superior Court until 1880,
when she was adjudged guilty of murder in
the second degree and sent to the State prison
for life. A petition for her pardon was presented to Gov. Plaisted in 1881, and in Novem-

ber, 1882, leave to withdraw was granted. A
second petition was presented to Gov. Roble
last July and it was granted to-day. Gen. C.
P. Mattocks appeared for the petitioner.
Drowned.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

HOME

WORK

a

to-day.

Middle Strset utwl, opened for Ml.
•f akors, and of .urr.nt and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old bosks

STORE

less, $1.60.
THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
or

of age.

Who have used it and

RARE OLD ENGLISH

At Detroit—Detroits 8, Buffalos 2.
At Chicago—Chicagos 8, Clevelands 0.

MassachusettsGreenbaokers will hold

convention in Boston, Sept. 25th.

A Bill to Pay exPaymaster Btodgdon ana ex-Cammlesnry
General Wlnshlp $0)100 IntrodneedJudge Peter*' Nomination Confirmed.

Both Bouaw Convene.

ers.

$1.00,

Fans,

AT

BT

one

Hosiery,
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DAILY

a

State

Bangor, Aug. 29.—George Pendleton, stewof the steamer Mayfield, was drowned this
evening in the river here. He was aged 35
years, lived in Islesboro and leaves a wife anc
art

three children.
Fire in Calais.

Open Lexter.

Angu6TA—'Aug.

29.—The following open lethas beeiftent to the Argus:
To the Editor of the Argus, Portland, Me :
In the Argus of this day there appears an
editorial entitled “A disgraced Cause,” in
which occurs this sentence:—“The local papers
of Augusta report that during the encampment
of the militia the City Marshal of that city issued orders to the dealers in liquors thereabouts to refraiu from selling intoxicating liquors to uniformed members of the militia.”
The New Age, edited by ex-Gov. Plaisted, who
resides in Bangor, did, in its last issue, make'
this charge, but no other paper published in
this city has ever repeated it. I desire to inform you that the statement is absolutely and
Unqualifiedly false.
Very truly yours,
Chas. H. Waite, City Marshal.
ter

Reunion of the Mb, Oth,

11th

and

16th

Hoginteuu.
Augusta, Aug. 29.—The reunion of the 8th,
Oft,

UfK„^«*f.w-’

in this city today. It was fully attended, 300
veterans being presea). The 16th Regiment
The associawithdrew from the association.
tion elected the following officers: President,
Hon. J. S. Smith, Augusta; vice president, F.
A. Wood of the 8th, G. W. Brown of the 9th,
C. B. Starblrd of the 11th; secretary and
treasurer, H.R. Hopkins, Augusta; execut ive
committee, Capt. Hillman Smith of the 8th,
Adjt. J. E. Shepard of the 9th; F. T. Tabor of
the 11th. Ii was voted to ihold their next reunion at Lake Auburn the fourth Thursday
in August, 1884. The3th,9tb, 11th and 16th

Regiments each met during the day and
In the evening
elected regimental officers.
there was a grand banquet In Granite Hall.
Auociatisa ef Kx-l*rii,onert».
The Maine Association of ex-prisoners held
a meeting and elected the following officers:
President—Capt. J. O. Lord, of Biddeford,
Vice Presidents—Geo. D. Bisbee, of Portland, and A. B. Adams, of Wilton.
Secretary aud Treasurer—Luther Bradford,
of Woodford’s Corner.
Directors—Gen. C. W. Tilden, of Hallowell,
Col. A. B. Farnum, of Bangor, Lieut. D. L.
Warren, of Standian, Col. A. W. Wildes, of
Skowhegan, and Capt. E. F. Davies, of Castine.
It was voted to bold their next reunion at
Castine on Aug. 14, 1844.
VInine

Sbaw’i

Interest* in llainr.

Bangob, Aug. 29.—Mr. Leon F. Chameoin,
from the office of George F, Morse, of Boston,
attorney for Mr. Wyman, assignee of the property of F. Shaw & Bros., has been to Aroostook county to pay the liens on bark. A prominent Aroostook county gentleman was to-day
asked if the liens had been paid. “Not all of
them,” was the reply. "In the first place he
It has been repdid not bring money enough.
resented that the liens would all be paid, but
did not bring more than onemoney to pay all the liens. Besides, there was a distinction made, for none of
the liens in which Thaxter Sbaw was interested were paid.’’ As to whether the attachment

Mr. Chamecin
third

bot of EaBt Machiis and Chase of Lnbeo came
through in their teams, each driving over a
hundred miles.
A resolve for the payment of certain money
to John L. Hodgdon of Bangor, former paymaster general of the State, and William A.
Winship of Portland, formerly commissary

general, was introduced in the house. This
resolve appropriated 88200 for the payment ot
this bill and it was claimed that the State
would be reimbursed by the Uhited States.
The House refused to oonsider the resolve.
This was a teat case on the admission of new
business.
There was no attempt at railroad legislation.
Geo. C. Yeaton, Attorney of the Boston and
-Maine was present during the session. Both
sides, those in favor of the consolidation of the
Maine Central and Eastern and Boston and
Maine railroads and those opposed, were on
hand and apparently watching each other. It
is claimed by those opposed to the lease that a
iaw has been discovered in Webb’s Railroad
Laws of Maine that will not allow the consolidation.

■The bill in relation to the Biddeford and
Saco Water Company was passed. This was
claimed to be unfinished business.
Resolutions were adopted by rhe House in
respeot to Col. Webster, a member of the
House from Orono, who recently died.
At 8.20 p. m. both branches adjonrned nntil
7.30 in the evening.

evening session was held, the final adjournment being reached at 10.30 o'clock.
There were passed to be enacted:
An

An act to revise and consolidate the publlo
laws
of
the
State; an act to repeal
acts
and resolves
consolidated
in
the
Revised
Statutes
for
the
year
1883,
as well as certain obsolete or temporary public
laws passed since the second revision, or designed to be repealed at tbe third revision; au
act to provide in part for the expenditures of
tbe government; an aot to amend Chap. 180 of
the special laws of 1883, entitled "an act to
amend Chap. 124, special laws of 1881”; and an
act to incorporate the Biddeford and Saco
Water Company.
The Legislative excursion to Mouse Island
will take place tomorrow, the House starting

Calais, Aug. 29.—A building owned by Seth
M. Todd and occupied by W. H. Harris, a
block maker, was burned th<s evening. Lees
52500; no insurance.
An

(Special Despatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Aug. 39,—The corridor* of the
Augusta House hate worn a familiar look for
several days past, which reminds one of the
palmy days of last winter’s session. It was
feared at one time that a quorum of members
would not be present at the extra session, but
Wednesday evening all suob doubts were dropped. When the legislature met at 4 o’clock
this afternoon it was found 133 members were
present. All the Senators were in attendance
with the exception of Senators Parkhnrst,
Bragdon and Hast. The entire Pisaataqais
delegation were present. Representatives Tal-

enough

of the Maine creditors will bold before the as
signment, there still seems to be doubt. The
Chafee case, which is alluded to, only settles
the question so far as foreign creditors are concerned. So far us they are' concerned the assignment is valid, but as to the domestic crediIt is the opintors there is no definite opinion.
ion of many able lawyers that the attachments
will hold.
LFrom oar Exchanges. ]
There are no forest fires of an; account on
the east side of the upper Penobscot as yet, but
in the Piscataquis region several woods conflagrations are reported raging. In the vicinity
of Calais there is a heavy droutb, which, without rain, will soon become very serious. Water
is getting low in tbe river, wells are falling and
fires are starting in tbe woods.
Howard Seymour, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a
summer guest at Seal Harbor, left Bar Harbor
Suuday evening for Seal Harbor alone in a
sail boat and baa not since been heard from.
The oars of the boat have been picked up. It
is supposed she capsized In a squall.
In 1873, when Herbert Tarbox, of Hollis,
was 11 years old he and a playmate found a
turtle near a brook in a meadow at Hollis. On
the shell of this turtle Herbert cut in large,
clear letters the name of his playfellow, Abe
Uodgdon. They then let the turtle go.and tbe
the brook. Last
latter soon disappeared
May Herbert died of consumption at his home
of
the
funeral a turtle
in Hollis. On the day
came into the yard of Capt. Tarbox's house,
but attracted but little notice until it was
found that on the turtle's back, still plainly to
be read, was the name Herbert had cut ten
years sgo—Abe Hedgdon, The turtle stayed
about tbe yard several days, then disappeared,
and lias not boon seen anywhere in that locality since.
At a session of tbe Governor and Connoil
Tuesday, the matter of appointing special constables for tbe enforcement of the liquor law iu
Lincoln and York countieB came up. Iu tbe
case of Lincoln county, uo one appeariug
for
tbe petitioners and uo evidence beiug presenttbe
ed,
petitioners were given leave to withdraw. IuYurk county the petitioners were
also given leave to withdraw.
A lew nights ago a valuable horse belonging
to Samuel Smith, of Eastoo, was taken from
tbe stable by some person unknown, and head
ed for the ‘Tines.” The horse, however, mamaged to get away from Ins captors and returned
home minus ids bridle, which was found the
next day on Mara Hill.
Professor Lawrence Itolfe, of Quincy, 111., a
graduate of Yale College, has been chosen
Principal of the Hallowed Classical and Scientific Academy. Tbe term began yesterday.
The trustees of the Penobscot Central Agricultural Society have decided to change the
time of bolding their fair to September 27th
and 28tb, instead of Oct. 2d and .'Id.
Tbe New York board of aldermen today
voted the freedom of the city to tbe French
representatives to the Boston exposition.

7.30 a. m. About 200 ladies and gentlemen
will participate.
The Council adjourned this evening until
tbe last of September.
They confirmed tbe
nomination of Judge Peters for Chief Justice
today, to take effect September 20tb. They
also discussed the matter of the Idivision of the
territoiy in Oxford county between the Ossiat

pee Talley Agricultural Society and tbe West
Oxford Agricultural Society.
N.
[To the Associated Press.1

Augusta, Aug. 29.—The Maine Legislature
met at 4 o’clock this afternoon. A qu orum in
both branches was present. The report of the
committee on revision of tbe statutes was read
and accepted. An act to revise ond consolidate the public laws of the State was passed to
be enacted in both branches. Aot to repeal
acss and resolves consolidated in the revised
statutes of
the
188g, as well as certain
obsolete
and
laws
temporay
public
or designed to be repealed
the time of the third revision, was passed to

passed since revision
at

priating money to pay tbe expense of completing the work of revision and printing of the
statutes; also bill to amend bill establishing
the Biddeford and Saco Water Co.
A vote of thanks was passed to Commissioner Goddard for faithful work in tbe revision of the statutes, and to President Cutter
and Speaker Haynes for the able and Impartial
manner in which they had presided over their
respective branches, after which at a late hour
the

Legislature adjourned

sine die.

_

NEW YORK-

New YoEK.Ang.29.—Peremptory sales of 80,000 pieces of 3-4 cassimeres and 800 pieces of
7-4 cassimeres took place here today. The fol-

lowing prices were received:
Arlington Mills 3-4 fancy cassimere, 86 to
60 cents per yard, aed seconds 81 to 52 cents;
Harris Mill Company 3-4 fancy cassimeres,
56 to 614c; Hyde Mills 3-4 fancy cassimere,
364 to 40o; D. B. Brown, Jr., Sc Co. 3-4 fancy
cassimeres, 364 to *04. *8 cases being sold at
35 to close out the lots; Sherbonrne Mills 3-4
fancy cassimere, 244 to25; Hampshire 34 fancy cassimeres, 214 t° 234; Steuben Mills 3 4
fancy cassimeres, 124 to 13; M. R. Strand Sc
_Son 34 fancy cassimeres, 124 to 13J; Simpson
cassimeres, 104 te 11J; Hyderson Mills 64
fancy overcoating sold at prices ranging from
81.20 to 81.30 per yard; Ogden Mills 64 fancy
overcoatings, 70 to 75c; Colnmbus Mills 6-4
fancy overcoatiDgs, 724 to 80; Alsop Manufacturing Company 64 blue serge, 70 to 774, and
64 fauey cassimere of the same make 60 to 80;
Alsop Manufacturing Company 31-oz black
Many of the prices received
beaver, 75c.
were

considered very low.

The Biverdale Explaelea.
Thomas J. Baals, injured at the explosion
onttbe steamer Biverdale, on the North river,
Thirteen missing people
died at midnight.
have been inquired for by friends, including
W. N. Harris, superintendent of the Belt line
street cars, Moses G. Getly of Yonkers and
Ex-Seaator Bobert
Mr. Base of Sing Sing.
H. Btrahan, reported as one of the missing passengers on the ill-fated steamer Biverdale, was
not a passenger. Peter Fanning, one of the
deckhands of the Biverdale, was badly scalded. He was said at the hospital today to be
improving and his injuries will not prove
fatal.
At the wreck of the steamer Biverdale no
found.
more bodlea have been
Bev. Howell
Gardner, who was dreadfully scalded, may
shock.
the
to
succumb

A Frandnlewt Draft.
Sait has been brought by Edward Stephenson against Thomas Mnrphy, ex-collector of
the port of New York, for the recovery of the
amount of an alleged fraudulent draft upon
Hugh Hastings, editor of the Commercial
Advertiser. Yesterday an application fer an
order of arrest against Mr. Murphy was made
in the Superior Court upon affidavits by the
plaintiff and Mr. Hastings. The plaintiff
states that Mr. Murphy on June 6th asked him
to cash u draft on Mr. Hastings ifor 8600, and
said that he bad been authorized to draw on
him for that amount. The draft was not accepted, and Mr. Hastings denies having authorized Mr. Murphy to drawn on him. Tbe
order of arrest was granted, but has not yet
been executed.
An Alleged Inmne Kdilnr It scapes.
New York, Aug. 20.—The recent escapo of
Hiram 'Wilson, late local editor of the Glens
Falls Morning Star, from the insane asylum at
Middletown, N. J., has created considerable
excitement throughout the northern part of
the State, where that gentleman Is well known.
Sqgu time ago Mr. Wilson was adjudged insasXbnd after a trial was sent to the hospital.
Her however, did not consider himself at air
Insane, and has made many efforts to escape.
In attempting this once before Mr. Wilson was
recaptured and comforted with the information that he was good for two years now, and
if he made further trouble he would be
strapped to his chair. He made use of a spoon
driver and managed to escape the
as a screw
second time and is now at large. Mr. Wilson
has hosts of friends, journalistic and otherwise, aud it Is probable that he will not be
found until after the expiration of ten days,
when he cannot be taken back to the asylum
without a new trial, in the event of which, he
says, he would endeavor to appear like a sane

AUGUST

reach

8140,000._

Americmi Institute of Architects.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 29.—The seventeenth annual convention of the Amerioan
Institute of Architects began this morning in
the rooms of the Providence Art Club. There

from various parts of
were 26 or 00 members
the country, Thomas V. Goaeker, DL.D., of
Providence, delivered the annual address.
Various reports were presented and the convention took a recess.
ThomaB Brown, Jr., of Rochester, member
of the New York Democratic State Convention, has brought suit against the New York
Times for libel. He lays damages at 8WW.

1883.
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THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION.

Widespread Desolation

CIVIL SERVICE.

in Java.

Many Volcanoes Belching Forth Fire
and Lava.

Cities

Destroyed—Thousands

of

Lives Lost.
London, Aug. 20.—The latest advices from
Batavia, the capital of Java, show that the
volcanic eruptions in that island are much
more serious than at first indicated
The disturbances began on the Island of Krakatoa in
tbe strait of Sunda, about fifteen miles off the
coast of Java. Tbe rumblings were
distinctly
audible at Surakerta and Batavia, about fortyfive and twenty-two miles off, respectively.
Little alarm was felt at first, but within a few
hours showers df stones began to fall at Jokjokerta, Surabaya and Zeraug. All through
the night Bhowers of red-hot rocks and ashes
fell, making complete darkness in all theso
towus.
In Batavia there was an occasional
fall, and it was difficult to keep the street
lights burning in the European quarter. By
the next morning all communication with Anjer was cut off, all the bridges having been destroyed by the descending rooks and ashes,
and the road rendered impassable.
The first eruptions were on Saturday night.
■

On Bund ay morning the disturbances had extended beneath the waters of tbe strait, and
they were soon boiling and hissing violently,
while great waves dashed upon the Javanese
shores, and the temperature of the sea went up

Even as far away
nearly twenty degrees.
from the original point of disturbance as
Madura the furious waves were lashed into

mountains/of foam as they came rolling In.
threatening rumblings gradually became
more and
more distinct, and by noon tbe

The

Maha-Mern, the largest of the volcanoes of

belching

Java was

forth dames

as

a^ery alarm-

ing

rate. This eruption soon spread to the
Gunung-Tengger—the crater of which Is tbe
largest In the world, being nearly four miles

In diameter—tbe Guuung-Guntur, and many
other minor mountains, until more than a
third of tbe forty-five craters of Java were
either in active eruption or seriously threatening it. Just before dusk a great luminous
cloud formed over the Qunung-Guntur, and
the crater of that volcano began to vomit up
enormous streams of white acid and sulphurous
mud, besides smeller quantities of lava. With
these terrible eruptions came sympathetic demonstrations from the sea. The overhanging
clouds were so surcharged with electricity that
fifteen waterspouts were
at one time over
These have continued at somewhat
seen.
ever
since. Men, women and
intervals
long
children rushed in terror from their tottering
dwelling places, filling the air with their
shrieks of horror. Hundreds were unable to
get out before tbe hoases fell, and were buried
beneath the great masses of rocks and mud,
which were piled up where a few hours before
all had been peace, happiness end fancied

security.
lue Gunung-Tengger has not had an eruption before since the year 18*0, when an ex.
tent of land seventeen mites long and seven
broad was completely covered with the white
sulphurous mud so peculiar to the eruptions
of Java.
The peak of Gunung-Tengger is
6000 feet high, and the mountain of flame no
top of this made a scence of very impressive
grandeur.
Much of the northern portion of the island,
which was covered with tracts of forests, was

soon

in

one

great blaze of flame.

Tbe red-hot

vomitings from tbe craters had set tbe trees
on fire, and as tbe giants of the woods fell one

after another like so many sheaves of wheat
before a gale, the scene wa9 one
of
awful
grandeur. As the eruptions increased in frequency and violence the disturbance of the
waters surrounding tbe barren coast became
more and more violent. What a few hours before
were fertile valleys, covered with flourishing
plantations of coffee, rice, sugar, indigo or tobacco, the staples of tbe island, were soon but
mud, stone and lava-covered fields of destruction and ruin. Probably not a single crop of
Java will be saved.
At the entrance to Batavia was a large
group of houses extending along tbe shore,
and occupied by Chinamen.
The portion of
the city was entirely swept away, and of the
S' ffVirttfppturtabis’ that mote than 5000 managed to save their lives.
They Btuck to their
homes till the waves that washed them away
the
torrents
of the flame and
came, fearing
lava of the interior more than tbe torrents of
The population of
water from tbe exterior.
Europeans and Americans iD Batavia suffered
a loss of perhaps 800
3500
souls out of tbe
whites living there.
At Anjer the European and American quarter was first overwhelmed by rocks, mud and
lava from the craters, and then the waters
came up and swallowed the ruins, leaving
nothing to mark tbe site, and causing tbe loss
of somewhere in the neighborhood of 2000
lives of the inhabitants and those who had
tried to find a refuge there.
Bantam, once a prosperous and flourishing
native city, but practically abandoned many
years ago, was entirely covered several times
bv the waters, and there must have been from
1200 to 1500 people drowned.
The loss of life
among both Europeans and natives at North
Bantam was enormous.
The island of Zerang, just off the coast, was
completely inundated, and not a soul remains
to tell tbe tale of disaster and death. At Cheribon there was no great flood of waters, but tbe
loss of life and property by tbe falling of rocks
and tbe flow of lava must have been very considerable.
While no accurate estimate can be formed
at present of tbe loss of life, it must be apparent, wbeu it is coneidered that the island has
a population of over 10,000,000 people, that the
death list will foot far up into tbe thousands.
Batavia, Aug. 29—Since noon yesterday
everything has been quiet, the sky clear and
communication with Zerang has been restored!
The temperature fell 10 degrees Monday, and
The town was
is now at its normal height
covered with a thin layer of ashes, which was
when falling that it killed the birds.
so hot
Telegraph linemen report that while they were
at work repairing the lines near Anjer early
Monday morning they saw a high column of
sea approaching with a rumbling noise. They
fled immediately without learning the fate of
the inhabitants. Tbe quarries at Merak disappeared and all tho people of the plaee
perished. The floating dock at the island of
Onrust, near Batavia, is badly damaged.
London, Aug. 29.—A despatch from Batavia, Java, to the Lloyds says that tbe towns of
Anjer, Tjlringine and Telokbeloug have been
destroyed by the volcanic eruptions. It also
says that all the lighthouses in tbe Sunda
Straits have disappeared, and that where the
mountain ol Kramatan formerly stood the sea
now flows. The aspect of the Sunda Straits is
much changed and navigation is dangerous.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The Celebration at l*er»montb.

Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 29.—The city this
morning presented a more lively appearance
than yesterday, at least 100,000 strangers being
in town.

At

10 o'clock

the

Boston train

The centre of
brought several companies.
interest, however, was the Concord railroad
Hale
and
staff
arrived on
depot as Governor
At least 2,000 people
the 10 o’clock train.
gathered in the vicinity of the depot, and Governor Hale’s appearance was greeted with
hearty cheers. Barouches were in waiting

and the visitors were esoorted to the Rockingham House at 11.30. A grand procession was
formed, embraoing the visiting fire companies,
military organizations and invited guests. The
line of march was taken tip through the principal Btreets, thence to Pierce’s Island, where
After the clam
a clam bake was partaken of.
bake the sham battle was to take place at Port
Washington. The grand prize concert occurs
in the evening.
Terribly Injured.
Manchester, N, H., Aug. 29.—Jerry Wood,
employed in the picker room of the Ainoskeag
Mills, met with a frightful accident this morning. He was caught by a revolving shaft and
whirled around with terrible velocity. One
arm was torn almost off and he was severely
bruised. It iB doubtful
the severe shock.

if be recovers from

Prisoners Break Jail.

Wyajidotte, Its., A or. 29.—At the county
jell here Iasi night, five prisoners overpowered
the guard and broke jail. The sheriff endeavored to halt them and failing fired two shots,
fatally wounding a confidence man named
Dunbar. The second man wag recaptured.
The other three

are

Ottn.

The las Antowlo Tire.
New York, Aug. 29.—A special from San
Antonio says the losBes by the fire there were
oonsiderahly over estimated. The total will

30,

still at

large.

Prnasylvnuin Legislature'.

Harrisbubo, Aug. 20.—Iu

the Mouse today
the Ammerman resolution to submit the formation of the apportionment hills to an arbitration committee was passed by a vote of 83 yeas
to (14 nays. In the Senate resolution providing for the appointment of a oommittee of
four, two Senators and two Members of the
House, to frame a Congressional apportionment bills, was defeated by a vote of 12 to 18.
MINOR

PRESS.

TKI.EUHAMN.

No now caseB of yellow fever and no deaths
at the navy yard at Pensacola, Fla, A private
telegram received at Washington states that
Paymaster Brown is dead.
The signal observer on Mount Washington
reported clear weather, wind northeast blowing 20 miles an hour, and the mercury at 39®
at 7 a. m., yesterday.

WASHINGTON.

The Wr« Appointments Coder the New
Bnlee—New men tint Take the t-oWext
Poelrtone.

Washington, Aug.^B.—'The first appointment under the olvil service rales'was in the
8000 class in the Treasury Department. There
are six or seven eppointmencs in the War Department, but only requisitions to fill three of
these have as yet been made—all for the 81000
class, the lowest grade of clerkship In the department. In all these cases the vacancies
originally occurred in the 81200 grade, but
promotions were made along the line until the
vacancies existed in the lowest grades only.
It is stated in the department that this will
undoubtedly be the case until the rules of the

commission regulating promotions

are

promul-

In view of these facta the question has
arisen as to what will become of those who
have successfully passed the more difficult examination for the 81200 grade.
In reply to
Inquiries Commissioner Baton said that the
Commission bad met with no serious obstacles
as yet and does not not
anticipate any that
cannot be reconciled by those who framed the
civil service rules and the cabinet officers who
examined and approved them.
He frankly
admitted, however, that the applicants for
81200 positions were far in excess of those for
a lower grade, and that they would
have to
take their chances with the rest, everything
depending upon what class the heads of the
different departments made requisitions for,
He said that it could not be expected that the
civil service machinery would run without a
bitch from the start, but that they bad foreseen that a great many difficulties would arise
without knowing in what shape, but that
when they did arise they would be cared for.
He thought that the promotion rules would
not be promulgated until after the return of
the President and cabinet. The subject was
one of great
importance, he said, and would
have to be handled very earefully.
In the departments it is said that the difficulty will not be obviated even when the promotion rules are promulgated and enforced.
The Secretaries will undoubtedly prefer to
give a vacancy in the 81200 grado to the clerk
who can pass the examination required, rather
than select one of the four strange names
which would be certified to by the commission
if the requisiou should be made.
The consequence will be, it is said, that requisitions
will be made for appointments to the lower
grades in the departments, and that the successful competitors in the 81200 examinations
will be left in the cold unless their names are
submitted for tbe vacancies that may occur in
the lower grades.

gated.

THE JAMES
A

TRIAL.

Newspaper Reporter Examined.

Sr. Louis, Aug. 29.—In the Frank James
trial at Gallatin yesterday afternoon, Jonas
Potts testified to Frank James having his horse
shod in his blacksmith shop, Jane, 1881. Mrs.
Potts, wife of the blacksmith identified the
defendant as the man who took breakfast at
her house the day before tbe ^^aton rob-

bery.
Frank R.

^O’Neil, reporter

of the Missouri
testified to having had an interview with Frank James in Missouri the week
before tbe latter surrendered and that it was
correctly published in the Republican. He rehearsed of this interview the portion referring
to where Frank James lived while in Tennessee, what he did and why he left there, etc.
Circuit Attorney Hamilton then asked the
witness where tbe interview took place, to
which the witness replied that he preferred
not to answer, and asked to be relieved from
stating anything farther than that it occurred
in Missouri. The question was temporarily
withdrawn. The witness waB then asked who
was present
at tbe
interview. He replied
“Frank James’s wife.” Who else? he was
asked; and tbe witness stated that he felt under obligations not to answer. The court said
that he must answer and the witness then said
he did not decline to answer from any perverseness but that when be met Frank James
on that occasion be was under a
pledge and
other persons present might be prejudiced by
tbe statement that they were there.
Messrs. Johnson and Phillips of the prosecution asked that the witness be excused from
violating an obligation. Tbe court stated that
the witness must answer the question if it
were insisted upon.
Hamilton insisted upon
an answer and the court ruled that the witness
must answer but gave him until to-morrow to
do SO. Mr. Hamilton then asked two,, mo-e
and whether the persons then present were in
the list of witnesses summoned in this case,
both of which Mr. Hamilton said must be answered.

Republican,

ARCHITECT

The

HILL.

Repwi of Ih« Investigating

Cam

mittae.

WiSHiKGTOK, Ang. 29.—The report of tbe

Treasury

committee which has been

investi-

gating the office of the Supervising Architect
is in preparation, and will be completed to be
banded Secretary Folger on Monday next,
when the latter will resume the duties of his
office. The main points have been determined. The report will be a disappointment to
both the friends and opponents of Mr. Hill,
the Supervising Architect. The report among
other things will find, first, the office of the
Supervising Architect has grown up without
having been created by statute. The only authority under which the Supervising Architect
acts is that which is contatned in appropriation bills, originating in his way. The office is
not controlled by statute, and the Supervising
Architect has been mainly a law unto himself.
While Congress has neglected either to create
the office or to regulate it by law, that body
has imposed upon it continually increasing responsibilities. There is no bureau in any department which disburses so large an amount
of money; yet tbe Supervising Architect is not
Tbe expenditures are
even a bonded officer.
made in a less regular manner than those in
As
most other branches of the public service.
this ill-defined jurisdiction
a consequence of
and lack of responsibility, methods of administration have been adopted which are liable to
create abuses. The committee will recommend that tbe system be changed, and that
there shall be more adequate safeguards for
the expenditure of money. Second, the committee do not find that the charges of personal
corruption on the part of Mr. Hill which has
been made by Mr. Muroh are sustained by the
evidence in tbe slightest particular.
There is
no passage in tbe voluminous testimony to indicate, even by implication, that Mr. Hill has
had any pecuniary interest iu any contract, directly or indirectly or that he has in any way
profited by reason of holding the office. This
branch of the report will deal very severely
with Mr. Murch, and it will show that he himself has furnishod very little to sustain the
The comcharges which he bo loudly made.
mittee still criticise Mr. Hill for some features
of his administration and it is not improbable
that he will be ceBsured for having employed
as an expert to examine the heating apparatus
iu the Chicago public building a young manlittle more tuan twenty years of age—who was
formerly in the employ of the contractors.
The renort will find that the heating apparatus at that building is not up to the standard
of the contract. The offioe of the Supervising
Architect Is not the only bureau whioh has
grown up without authority of law. It was
only recently, for instance, that Secretary
Folger learned this. He asked for the law
which created the Secret Service, and was surprised to find that there is none. The only
authority for the service are the few lines in
the appropriation bills making the annual proThe revision for the support of the service.
port of the committee will make about five
newspaper columns.

TERMS OF
The French Establish
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Protectorate

over

A

Saine Naval Officer Killed.

Mia

Investigate

His lioynl Nibs.
White River .Junction, Aug. 29.—Lord
Chief Justice Coleridge accompanied by his
son lion. Gilbert Coleridge, Hon.
Elliott F.
Shepard, chairman of the committee of arof
the
Now
York
Bar
rangements
Association,
Lieutenant ,J. McClellen, of Gen. Hancock’s
staff, J. D. Johnson, N. Y. 0. & H. R. R. R„
ami T. A. Beale, stenographer, arrived here at
2 o’clock today. The
party will go from here
direct to the White Mountains.
At Springfield, Mass., and Brattleboro, Vt., the party
was visited by large delegations of diBtingu ished citizens. Lord Coleridge expresses lilmself
as eminently well pleased with his reoeption in
this country, and is charmed by New Eugland
scenery. HiB lordship on leaving the White
Mountains will probably visit Canada and subsequently Boston.

the Kiverdmle Accident.

Gen. Dumont, Supervising Inspector General of steam vesiels, goes to New York this
evening to advise with Supervising Inspector
Starbuck relative to the investigation of the
“Ri-erdale” accident.
A thorough investigation will be made under the personal direction
of the latter officer. Every means needed to
ensure a reliable report of all the facts in the
case|will be furnished by the Treasury Department.

THE
Their

PRESIDENTIAL

PARTY.

Experience

Geysers.

A incus the

Yellowstone Fare, Aug. 26, via LivingMoutv Aug. 28.—It was tbe intention of
tbe Presidential party to remain over Sunday
at tbe upper geyser basin until it was ascer-

ston,

tained that tbe vicinity of the camp did not
furnish sufficient forage for the animals. This
discovery made it neiessary to resume the
march this morning. The party broke camp
the usual hour, aud returned to Shoshone
Lake by the same trail they had ridden over
on Friday. They then proceeded in an easterly course to Yellowstone Lake, on whose borders they are now encamped. The journey
to-day was somewhat tiresome. The difficulties
can perhaps be summarized in the statement
that the party have twice crossed the continental divide in the distance of twenty miles.
For the toils of the marches, however, abundant compensation has been received siBce tbe
party baited. The camp is in one of the most
attractive spots that has greeted the eye since
the tour through the wilderness was begun,
and affords a view across the widest sheet of
water in tbe known worid at this altitude. It
has given some of the party an opportunity ta
test and verify the truth of a statement which
has often been made and widely doubted that
it was possible to capture a trout in the waters
of the lake and, without detaching it from the
hook, to fling it into an adjacent geyser and
bring it thence cooked to suit the taste of the
most critical gourmand. It is not generally
known that this locality abounds in these
natural phenomena, which are the chief attractions of the lower geyser basin. Within a
hundred yards of the encampment geysers are
constantly busy furnishing the curious creations which have been so frequently described.
A few steps from those geysers are hot spring!
of various sizes and temperature.
Their
waters are clear as crystal, and close to their
edges grow flowers as rich in color and dainty
in structure as those which carpeted Camp
Lincoln. The day has been crowned by a sanest which has glorified the summit of the distant mountains with a rich rosy light which
the levels of the lake.
was reflected upon
With the darkness has come a refreshing rain,
the first which has visited the travelers for
many days. While not serions enough to
cause annoyance or inconvenience it wilUnffice
to lay the dust snd temper tbe beat, rendering
to-morrow's march more agreeable than that of
at

to-day.
AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE
Mtate
Rrepublicnu
NpeaU.
Boston, Ang. 29.—The Republican State
committee opeus the campaign in this State
with an address to the people.
It says; “No
-11
Wt nSHR
The

Jtnniicbuic'th
Male

Comniiilee

AM

presidential election. At the same time it
idle to
than
worse
would be
disgnise
the
fact
that
the
coming election
To the
is essentially a State campaign.
poople of Massachusetts, State issues of
almost unprecedented gravity justly outweigh
Massaat this time all other considerations.
been
has
chusetts
foully slandered for
her
sureasons
and
by
party
personal
preme executive magistrate and his followers.
Under the tame auspices an administrative
policy of spoils in the State and spoils and
plunder in the city of Boston has been set on
foot which is at variance with all the habits
and traditions of Massachusetts." It urges the
over-throw of the power responsible for snch
principles.
The Slcaufr

Romer tlrrli with

an

Acci-

dent.

Boston, Aug. 29.—The steamer John Romer
left Rowe’s wharf this morning at 9.30 for her
regnlar trip to Pemberton and Nantasket,
carrying abmt TOO passengers. The trip down
the harbor was a very rough one, a strong
northeasterly wind blowing at tha time.
When off Long Island the Romer began to
roll heavily in the rough sea, which rapidly
increased as the steamer proceeded on her
Jnst before crossing the sand bar becourse.
tween Nix’s Mase and Long Island, a tremendous sea struck her ou the port side and
directly under the wheel, tearing away with a
crash the after part of the paddle box and the
A panic imentire state-room adjoining.
mediately ensned among the passengers on
was
make
for life preand
a
rush
great
board,
servers, while others sought the boats. The
the
Romer
at once headed
officers of
her for Gallop's Island in the meantime
a
of
distress, which was
signal
blowing
answered by the steamer Rose Standish of the
same line, which at the time of the accident
was on her course to Boston lrom Strawberry
Standish
The Rose
Hill and Pemberton.
changed her comae and headed for the disabled
steamer, which was now making for the wharf
The Standish was soon
at Gallop's Island.
alongside and the transfer of part of the pas
After receiving
sengers was commenced.
about two hundred passengers the Rose Staudish proceeded for Pemberton, where they were
landed safely, while the John Romer, being
thus relieved of part of her freight, continued
The cause of the
on her course to Nantasket.
accident is claimed by Capt. Engraham to have
been the result of the steamer listing to the
port side, shntiug in a heavy sea, which had
no chance of escape, except by
breaking
through the timbers. The port side of the Romer aft of the wheel is much damaged, while
the hole thus made in her paddle box, allowed
the water from the wheel to flood the lower
deck, which it did most effectually, there being
at one time about a foot and a half of water in
the cabin. Mach credit shoald be bestowed
noon the officers of the Rose Standish, Captain
Ratbburn, for their prompt action in relieving
the Romer and her passengers of a very dangerous situation. No onewas injured, although
a few severe frights are reported, while a number received an unpleasant ducking.
The Diaanuaned Democrat*.
Cincinnati, Aug. 29.—An adjourned meeting of the Democrats dissatisfied with the
organization of the late county convention was
held this aiternoon to hear the report of the
committee appointed to prepare a plan of action. The committee’s report declared that
was
held
late
convention
the
contrary
its
rules
and
to the
precedents and
and
recommends
work
was
fraudulent,
that arrangements be made for calling a new
couvention September 8th to nomiuate a ticket
to be called the Democratic Reform ticket,
and to be headed by a State Democratic ticket.
A committee of 15 is to be appointed to
make arrangements. The report was adopted.
Speeches were mado by Charles Reemeliu and

others.

and Patuell

bein ; present. Parnell In a
the success of the efforts of
the Irish members of Parliament to promote
the laborers’ tramwavs and immigration aota.
He said he believed the day was near when
Irish .would gain the
full programme of
measures for which the
league Las been formton

tached and ordered to resutno their duties at
the naval academy on the 1st of September.
Rear Admiral Crosby telegraphs from Yokohama that Lieut Noyes waB killed this morning by the fall of the top-gallant mast while
the ship was “exercising.” He was a native
of Maine and was appointed to the navy from
in 1864 and was regarded as one of
st officers In the service.
The Garfield Hospital Not Abnudoucd.
A statement has recently been published to
the effect that the plan of establishing a Garfield Memorial Hospital in this city has baen
abandoned for want of adequate support and
that the money thus far contributed for that
purpose will be turned over to the Garfield
Monument Fund. A director denies the report and says that the board has purchased the
L. H. Scherder property at the head of 10th
street, on the elevation overlooking the city,
for 838,000, and obtained possession of it August 1st. There is a fine double brick'house
on the place with
outbuildings, and nearly
soven acres of ground.
It is the intention to
begin Immediately the erection of a wing to
the house to cost 815,000.

speech referred

to

ttL
Parnell thanked the Irishmen of America
and Australia for tbelr support of the cause of
progress in Iieland, which he said has been
most encouraging.
He said that the balk of
the English members of the House of Commons bad conceded that home
rale was necessary for Ireland.
Trouble in Austria.
London, Ang. 29.—The troubles In Croatia
The municipal
continues.
authorities
of
Agram declare they would rather resign their
position than replace the Hungarian arms
and notices on the public buildings.
The
newspapers of Hungary regard the situation in
Croatia as a serions one.
The Npauiah Tlinistry Resigns.
Madrid, Aug. 28.—Prime Minister Sagasta
to-day tendered to King Alfonso the resignation of tbe Ministry. The Prime Minister informed the King of the divergence of opinion
in the Cabinet relative to the suspension of
constitutional guarantees, tbe King's proposed
visit to Oermauy and certain army measures
proposed by the Minister of War, who had expressed a wish to resign. The King, deeming
it unnecessary to hasten the crisis, postponed

bis dual resolution concerning the Ministry
until be returns from Corunna. Nothing has
been decided upon in regard to the King’s
proposed visit to Germany.
Treaty Between France and Anau.
Paris, Aug. 29.—Admiral Peyron, minister
of marine, has received a despatch from the
governor of Cochin, China, announcing that
M. Champeaux has arrived at Baigon bearing
the treaty of peace between France and Anam
which was signed at Hue on the 2Sth.

Foreign Nun.
Great activity in arsenate at Shanghai Is
rumored and that L. Hung Chang will return
to that city.
The library given to the town of Dunfermline, Scotland, by Mr. Andrew Carnegia of
New York, was opened yesterday by Lord
Koseberry who spoke in praise of the generosity of Mr. Carnegie.
There were 12 deaths from cholera in Alexandria yesterday.
The Emperor of Germany will review the
guards to-day instead of on the occasion of tha
anniversary of the surrender of Sedan. It is

reported

that it is out of deference to the feel-

ing of the French that the change is made.
Steamer Ellida left Hammerfest last week
to seek for the missing Arctio
exploring
.Varna was last seen in

bteamer Varna.
The
the autumn of 1882.

The Vienna

journals

say that the summon-

ing of the German parliament means that
Spain has been admitted into the alliance of

the Great Powers.
M. Raynal, French minister of public works,
in a speech raid that the recent elections showed that Francs had found the best system of
The period of revolution was
government.
ended.
Richard O. Shangbnessey has resigned his
seat in the House of Commons for Limerick
city in order to take a government office.
The martial law has been proclaimed in
Egerszag. The troops there have been reinforced.
Later intelligence from Suakem say tha
rebels have offered their submission.
The Reichstag was opened yestey day. Tha
message of the Emperor opening the session
relates solely to the treaty of commerce with

Spain.
Anti-Magyar riots at Zagorlen have been
quelled. The peasants who took part in them

have lied to the mountains.
Two thousand troops have been sent to Canfrom Shanghai and torpedoes and ammunition are being prepared tor transportation to
that place.
The plate on the coffin of Count De Chambord is inscribed with the following words:
"Henry, tne fifth. By the grace of God king
of France and Navarre.

ton

The i-ate Mason J. Metcalf.
The recent death of Mason J. Metcalf, Esq.,
of Monmontb, at the ripe age of 76 years, removes a citizen whoee loss will he long lamented. His family was of Massachusetts origin,
and in his yoang life he experienced the vicissitudes which appear to have beeu a heritage of
the period. While yet a boy his father became
a Western pioneer and removed to Ohio, spending several years in what was then considered
a
far-off wilderness. The mutatione of life,
however, brought huu again to the East, and
untune bad grown to
young manhood’s estate, already having gived
promise of a future of activity and usefulness.

Attaining

his majority, he became a resident
of Monmouth, which town, notwithstading several years spent in Boston,
where he was engaged at intervals in active
bnslness, be ever considered as his home. He
resident

a

was possessed of a remarkably fine mental as
well as of a most robust physical organization,
and was the originator of several valuable mechanical ideas, among them a certain method
of building fences ihat has became of great
utility, particularly in the West, and he was
the first to manufacture letter stencils by the
lu later years his inclinations led
use of dies,
him to seek the retirement of his country
he had acquired valuable mill
where
home,
properties, to which he devoted much attention.
Qis busy tendencies made him a marked man
locally, and he waa particularly active in matters pertaining to the educational, moral and
religious welfare of the community. He was
an early promoter and for years the most generous contributor of the support of the Congregational church in Monmouth. In politic*
he was a pronounced Republican and an influential local factor, distinguished for au inflexible adherence to what he believed to be right.
He wat a member of the Stita Legislature in
1869, and repeatedly was called by his fellow
townsmen to positions of trust and responsibility. His widow, a most estimable lady, survives him. Au only son, Mr. L. S. Metcalf, Is
the present office editor in charge of the North
American Review, aud an only daughter, Mr*.
F. H. Walker, resides in Chicago.

The Holiness Meetings.
Old Okchabd, Aug. 39.
The second day of the Holiness meeting has
fulfilled the promise of the first. The prospect
is most encouraging for a meeting of aunsnal
interest; the workers are very hopeful, and e
number of conversions are reported, and there
is great oneness of thought and unity of action among the bretherei. The sermons today have borne directly upon the doctrine of
full sanctification. Rev. J. S. Inskip at 10 e.

spoke upon "The blessedness of purity.”
Rev. Wm. Gray of Philadelphia af'-> 30 preached from the text—“The sinful nature of man
of
aud the cleansing power of the blood
Christ,” I John 1:5-16; and Rev. J. N. Short,
m.

East Cambridge, Mass., at 7.30 on "Holiness,
in
of seeing God
the necessary condition
peace.” Heb. 12-14.
After each sermon Rev. Mr. Inskip conducts
A large number went foran altar service.
ward to-day, and although the service was
quite long, after the benediction the congregation lemaiued talking in little groups until
summoned by the ringing of the supper bell.
Mrs. Inskip holds a meeting tor young peoand children at the church every afternoon

ple

at 1.30 p. m.
There was a great deal of interest expressed
to-day, several were happily converted, and
one young man converted at the Holiness

meeting nine years ajo professed to receive full
sanctification.
All the social meetings are well attended.
A large
The singiug is
unusually good.
voluntary choir led by Prof. Carter on a fine
organ loaned by the Smith American Organ
Company of Boston, assisted by ths congregation, make the arches ring with the familiar
hymns. The weather is too cold for comfort

FOREIGN.

and shawls aud overcoats are in demand and
the sole longs for a footstone.

Excitement in Paris.
Paris, Aug. 29.—Paris is the sceue of great
exoitemeut to-day.
Daring the night the
whole metropolis was plaoirded with proclamations declaring the Comte de Paris king of
France, ns Louis Fhillippe the second. Ten
thousand placards have so far been torn down
by the police. In many places the police, in
their efforts to tear down the proclamations,
crowds surrounding the
were resisted by the
bulletins. Thus far the police have beeu unable to ascertain the names of the persons who
caused the placards to be posted.
African Soldier*for Tonquiu.
The question of forming a regiment of several battalions from the African army fcr
services in Tonquiu* is being discussed in the
French war office.
Aiding Iho Ischia Sufferer*.

“The best art exhibit that has ever been seen
in this State,” is wliat Mr Haskell, the gentleman in charge of It, thinks the State Fair
Formerly the
art exhibition will prove to be.
preliminary correspondence and solicitations
have
done
little else
exhibits
and
for material
than ‘draw pictures, art work aud material
from the sectious immediately iu the vicinity
of the fair, aud although the art exhibits have
undoubtedly been very fine, they have more or
less failed to give any index of the spread and
progress of art throughout the State. This
year the circulars sent out have elicited answers aud applications from most every section
of the State. Applicants for space have come
from the farthest northern coumieB. There
wera applications from Aroostook and Oxford
counties. The management hope that Harry
Brown, of Portland, may bo induced to exhibit
some of his
work, and lhat Portland will be
better represented than ever.

_

Annam.

Paris, Ausr. 29.—The treaty between France
ami Auuam provides for the complete recognition of a French protectorate over Annam and
Tonquin; the definitive annexation of Dlnthnau to Coebiu, China; permanent
military occupation by the French of the forts on the
Tbuaan and Ving Chnaline; the Immediate
recall of Annamits troops from Tonquin; the
garrison there to he placed on peace footing
and the return of the mandarins to their posts.
France undertakes to expel the blaok flags
from Tonquin and thns ensure safety to trade.
Paris, Aug. 26.—The treaty between France
and Annam further stipulates that France
shall have absolute control over the Aunamite
finances and customs, and that the French
shall recognize Hiephma as the new king of
Annam.

Irish National League.
Dublin, An*. 29.—A meeting of the Irish
National League was held to-day, Dayitt, Sex-

Washington, Aug. 29.—All of the officers
of'the United States practice ships Constellation and Dale at Annapolis were today de-

To

CENTS.

Berlin, Aug. 29.—The Royal princes and
representatives of the highest social circles at
Berlin were present, at a fete given last night
for the benefit of the Ischia sufferers. The
audience was very large and it was said to
All the military
number over 30,000 persons.
bauds of the city numbering a thousand played
at the concert.
The Jew* l.caving Hungary.
Vienna, Aug. 29.—Although order has beeg
restored at Egerszey. Hungary, the scene of the
late attack upon the Jews, all shops in the
place are still closed. Thu Jewish families
have tied from the town and trade and traffiic
are

suspended.

California mining''Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
Francisco, Aug. 29.-l’he following are tho
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
San

Best & Belcher.
Eureka.
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcross .

gg

Ophlr. 22
Savage.. . JTJ
Northern Belle.
Sierra Nevada.
Union (’on....

Yehow |Jacket

0/9

THE

PRESS.

THURSDAY NORMNG,

In less than two years Governor McEmery
of Louisiana has granted sixty-eight pardons.
This is the way the Democrats “turn tho
rascals out.”

AUG. 30.

vVe do not read anonymous letters and comniunications. 1 lie name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve communications that are not used.

Mr. John M. Forbes of Massachusetts distrusted Dorsey as long ago as 1880. He pre-

ferred to trust his money to somebody else.
The wre'chedest
Is

Newspapers

and the

George Hoadly

in America

just now

of Ohio.

Tomperanoe

Work.
The Union

man

Advioe to Y outh.

An Eloquent Address by M. Renan
Value of Life.

on

of the more striking
passages from an address made by M. Renan
to the pupils of the Lycee Louis-le Grande

Subjoined

temperance matter, as innocent ol all allusion i© tempt ranee, as It is possible to imagine.
Weary work was editorial clipning then, like hunting for a needle iu a haymow. Weary it is now,
some ilies. but for an
entirely different reason.
What ihe French call the •‘embarrassment of richand the

difficulty

is

to

Consider your life before you as a matter
Out is
serious and full of responsibill.ies.
that a reason to regard you as less favored

choote out of

For

years

it

the facts have

by Nature, presents existence to you as a
tempting booty which you burn to seize upWiser men thau you will warn you
againBi the illusion which underlies your
youthful ardor. They will tell you of disappointments; they will say that existence
dues not keep its promises, and that if peo-

chronicled,

and every phase of the argument
has been considered iu editorial discussion.

ple only kuew what it was they took In hand,
they would not hav the naif empressement

press;

for

example

and the regular church seiSunday.
II the Uulou Signal means only that it
finds in tbe papers now-a-days more which
is quotable by an o gan of the temperance
movement, pet baps that is true. The Western papers, formerly paid little attention to
temperance because little was doing there in

cam puled lugs.

vices on

that cause, and no great demand existed
either for news or argument. In this respect there has been a decided change.

Probably if there should be another woman’s
crusade, like that which flourished some
time ago, the organs of such a method of
advancing temperance would find little fav-

daily press, because
editors as a class are not likely to encourage
such proceedings.
They would, however,
give, as they gave before, all the news of
what the crusading women were doing quite
as fully as the public demand would war-

orable comment In tbe

rant.

business enterprises.

as

to know what is

want

goiug

on

what news

tbe

give it
people who

of

want to know more aoout the

temperance work,
some

ences! You will find existence full of sweet
savor, if you do not expect from it what
it cannot give. When people complain of
life it is almost always because they have
asked impossible things from it. Upon this
believe wholly the teaching of the wisest—
there is but one foundation for a happy life,
the pursuit, namely, of the good and of the
true.
You will be well pleased with existence if you make fair use of it, and if you
abide well pleased with yourselves. A noble
seutence is that which says: “Seek ye first

profitable. The edipaper must judge for himself
he will give and how he will

If there are a sufficient number

sect of

foreign missions, or
Christians, or natural science,
or

iiVirHn r
and the generalTnterests

agrim"rrr nr

devoted to politics

society, somebody will be found
tempt to supply their special wants;
of

to

at-

and of-

ten papers are started and sustained by
those interested in the advancement of par-

ticular causes,purely

charity.
can

Any

afford the

as a

matter of duty and

person or organization that
is at liberty to print a

luxury

newspaper to forward his own views; but
journals that must pay their own expenses
have to be edited with regard to the tastes

heaven!

Amidst all the flowers (and how
sweet and fair that flower world is!)
only one
seems to me without any charm.
It is the

do it, and it will be found that
news concerning the temperance work is as
means to

gladly printed

sickly, dry, stiff, withered, disagreeably glittering thing which gardeners wrongly call

any.

Tbe San Francisco Bulletin recently, in
an article headed, “Coals to Newcastle,” in-

dulged

in some humor over a

shipment of
canued fruit from Portlaud, Me., to Portland, Oregon. The Bulletin remarked,
I
“They have a little poor fruit down in
Maine. It is too cold for peaches, but they
have wormy apples, and formerly had a very
good supply of choke pears.” But the San
Francisco Argonaut turns tbe laugh on its
contemporary by an extract from the United
States census reports showing that while
the value of Oregon orchard crops in 1880
was

$583,663,

that of Maine was

$1,112,026.

It also informs the Bulletin that canned
fruits and vegetables from Maine are known
all over tbe world, that in many cases they
command a better

price than the California
article, and that Maine is not very far behind California in her orchaid products.
The trial of Frank James, the noted out-

law, for robbery and murder, which is now
in progress at Gallatin Mo., is likely to luru
out a farce. James’ ssympathizers are numerous and active and do not hesitate to make
their feelings known by demonstrations in
the court room. Judging from descriptions
of the trial which come from correspondents, James is regarded more in the light of a

fixed,

The jury are said to have
by money, but by threats that
speedily make holes in the heads

not

bullets will

“the Immortelle.” I do not call it a flower.
I prefer the bright aud sweet rose,
though
it has the defect of fading awav all too soon.
You will behold the twentieth century,
my young scholars! Ah! I confess I envy
you that other privilege, you will see the unforseen! You will hear what
posterity says
of us, you will know what there was of solid and what of frail in our dreams. Be kind
to us who preceded you.
This poor old
nineteen'n century, which will be so well
had
iu
abused,
good people
it, faithful souls,
warm heart and heroes of
duty. Generations as they follow each other are ofttimes
unjust to each other. You are the nursery
garden of the talent of the future. I tancy I
descry amid you the very critic who about
the year 1910 or 1920 A D., will sit In
judgment on this age. I imagine I read bis indictment (permit me to indulge my idea):
“What a sign of ihe times! what a complete
reversal of all proper notions of
things, to
choose in 1883 for our president at the distribution ot prizes a man, harmless enough,
but the very last who should have been selected, etc., etc. He gave some good advice;
but what feeblenes, wbat lack of
indignaj
tion against bis times!”
Thus, doubtless,
will write the conscientious critic of the
twentieth century, and perhaps he will uot
be far wrong; but do not let him
forget to
add how glad I was to be amongst
you, how
marks
of
your
sympathy went to my
and
how
the
touch of your youth reheart,
vived and rejoiced me.

The Government Chemist Analyzes two
of the Leading Baking Powders, and
what he finds them made of

hero than a culprit.
been

On a similar occasion of this of to-day, but
43 years ago, the illustrious M
Jouffrey addressed the following stern words to the
of
the
pupils
Lydee Charlmagne: “Our
duty, to whom experience has unveiled the
ultimate truths about the things of this
world, is to announce it to you. The mountain’s top of life hides from
its
you
firthest slope; of.its two sides you see but
one, that which you are ascending; it is

bright, beautiful, fragrant as spring-time.
You are not able, as we are, to
contemplate
the other fall, with its melancholy
aspect,
its pale sunlight, and the icy river
flowing at
the bottom.”
I
Well, my lads, say no to all
that. It is too mournful! The sunlight is
never pale, though it is often vailed.
Because a man grows old, has he the
right to
say that the flowers have grown less lovely,
and the springtide less radiant? Are
we,
forsootb, to grumble because we cannot live
forever on earth? What rubbish is this, just

and prejudices of their constituencies, and
the organs of particular philanthropies, like
tbe Union Signal, should recognize that a
journal may be a friend and ally of good
causes without filling its columns with statistics and lectures tor which most of its
readers do not care.
Any good newspaper
is glad to prim any news in which its readers will be interested if it has space and

as

I have 'examined eamples of

Superior

of SBy of their number who vote for conviction. James is de-cribed as the coolest mau

Baking

Powder”

"Cleveland’s
and

"Royal

in

Baking Powder,” purchased by myself In this
oity, and 1 find they contain:

view of the fact that he is in the least dan-

“Cleveland's Rnperior Raking Powder.”

Ja-fteTcourt
ger-

room

which is

not

strange,

_'

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per cents
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

life by the boiler exsteamboat was
much smaller than might have been expected consideting the nature of the accident
and the number of people exposed. But It
was large enough to call renewed attention
to the fact that boiler explosions belong to
the class of preventable accidents, that they
can be traced generally to somebody’s carelessness or recklessness and that they can
only be prevented by making it certain that
the person whose carelessness or recklessness is responsible for them will suffer punishment.

Happily
plosion on

the loss of

the Hudson river

Frank Hurd of Ohio has been interviewed.
He professes himself to be very confident
that Bandall will not be Speaker of the
House, because there will be more free trade
Democrats from the west than Hr. Randall
bas an idea of. Of the election of Hoadly
to the Ohio governorship he is much less
confident' than of the defeat of Randall
for Speaker. He is afraidfthe old line Democrats are

going

According

back on

Hoadly. |

correspondent of the New
York Post theTilden wing of the New York
Democracy is beginning to split up into
Cleveland and anti-Cleveland factions. It
looks as if a good deal of harmonizing would
be necessary in New York this fall.

Sympathizers with him In bis
against the dingdonglng of the
church bell.

or

cold

hot

or

milk,

or

refreshing
invigorating beverage,
simplicity and purity by any tonic
and

medicine, while

free from
alcohollo reaction.
Avoid mercenary dealers, who for a few oents extra
profit try to force upon you their ovrn or others
when you oall for SANFORD’S GINGER. Sold by
wholesale and retail

druggists, grocers,

where.
Patter

Drug

or

and Chemical

C#.,

eto

every-

Boston.

FUCIIT STIMULAN r, for the aged,
mentally and physically exhausted, caroworn,
overworked, fordelloate females, especially moth
S A PUKE

or

ors, for those recovering from debilitating
and as a means of reforming those addicted

diseases,

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per oz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Ph. D.
New Yoke, Jan'y 17th, 1881.
The above shows conclusively that "Clevea strictly
pure Cream of
Baking Powder. It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale College; Dr. Genth of the University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for the

land’s Superior” is

of alcoholic stimulantB, it is unequallBeware of imt
ginger in the
world, and, notwithstanding the high cost of its ingredients, is the cheapest family medicine. Sold
excessive

use

ed in the whole range of medloines.
Hattons, SANFORD’S is the linest

everywhere.
Poller Drug

Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounce it absolutely pare and healthful.
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These goods

Between Oalt

ft30___

No. 37 Plum Street,
m

P. M.
2.16
3.30
7.30

p. m.
2.30
3.16

p. M.

6,00

6.16
0.66

Leaves
Portland.

9.36

A.M.
9 00
10.30

STEAMER

2.40

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
ONLY with

p.

owing

to

ferior substitutes being in the Market.
0

S

WOLFEB

JULY Q4, 1883.

As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

STRAW
HATS.
LIGHT
SOFT

vegetable decomposition
Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
saitr of

over

section of

onr

Schnapps,

A pnblic

30 years duration in every

country of Cdolpho Wolfes

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal faculty and

sale nneqnaied

a

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of
claimed for it.

AND

other causes,

or

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

as

salubrity

For sale by ail Druggist

STEAMER
CAP I'. JOHN T.

“EMITA,
STERLING.

Jones Landing
to Portland.

Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island,

A. M.
6.00

7.35
9.20
11.16
P. M.
1.15
2.20
3.36

7.20
9.85

12.00
2.00
3.16
4.30
6.16
7.30
9.45
10.40

”

Trefet hen’s I/dg
to Portland.

A. M.
6.15

ll.o©
P. M.
12.20
2.35
8 46
5 00
6.46

6.16
6.35
9.15

SPHPA1,
A. M.

A. M.

6.30
7.20
9.46
10.60

7.36
0.80

11.00

P. M.

P. M.

P. M.

12.30

12.60
2.20
6.30

1.00
2.35
5.16

*

7.U0
9.00

10.30

9.00

Steamer will run to accommodate the Rollerskating Rink, leaving the city at 7.30 returning at 9.15
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission to Garden, 25
cents. «WU1 run as above until further notice.
CHAS. A. SPARROW. Treat, and Manager.

jy24

dt

•TIME TABLE.

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT
will leave Long

Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street, at

10.00

a. m.

for

Peak*’, Long, and Little Chebeague
Islands.

2.15 p.

m.

for

Peaks’, Long, Little
beague Islands

and

Great Clxe-

Leave

Little Chebeague at.11.00
Long Island at. 11.16

Peaks’ Island at.11.30
....11.46
Arriving at Portland at

a. m.
a.m.
a. *
a. m

Chebeague at.4.80

p.

m.
m

Long Island at.5.00 p. m.
Jones’ Landing at .,.5*30 ». m.
..2o eta
Regular Fare (round trip).
U1
1
If't*
v,
Chebeague Band

evening on board

will furni.h rami, even
this steamer, for a sail down thb

dly

Hus returned business with improved facilities. and is pM'pand lo do COLOR
PRINTIMJ of all kinds. This Company
** ill continue to print SUPERIOR
COLOR
•LABELS, for puckers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish. Soups, and the
various articles of commerce, including
trade and advertising cards.

We shall sell the above goods at cost, to
reduce our Immense slock. Our stock
of Hammocks And Beach Hats Is complete. Also Milk Umbrellas in great

51

MASS.
Equitable BuiMing. BOSTON,Wln>34
ouglN

CHAS, H. O’BRION,

COE,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer m

THE

COAL.

HATTER

Domestic Coals aflSpeoialty, at
Prices.

322 Commercial

197 Middle Street.
aug4

wldt

for

special excursions.
dtf

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
and after
2,1883, the Steamer flee
don will leave Harpswell daily for Portland
as follows, rix:
Leave Harpswell 6.00 a. m., 2.45 p.
m., Great
Chebeague, East end, 6.30 a. m„ Jenks’, 6 .46 a.
m., 3.30 p. m.. Little Cbebeagne, 7.00 a. tn., 3.45
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 p. m„ arriving
at Portland at 8.00 a m., 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf Portland
9.30 a. m, 6.16 p.m., Long Island, 10.10 a.
6.55 p m.. Little Chebeague, 10.30 a. m. 7 16 n
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks1. 10.45 a. in., 7.30 n
m., East End, 7.36 p. m., arriving at Harpswell at
11.30 m., 8.00 p.m.

July

ON

•SUNDAY TRIPS
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 5.30 p. m. returning
*
leave Harpswell 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
jy2dtf
Capt. GEO. F. WE9T.
On and after

Steamer

ThtirMlsiy, Aug. 30,

“Gordon”

will leave
Harpswell at (i 30 a m. and 2,<iO
p.m.; RetarninK:, leave Portland
at IO a.m. and H p.m.
—

BV E. O. EMERSON.
Bongs, Duets. Quartets. Part Songs, (Jiees
Hjmu Tunes, Chants and Anthems,
besides many melodious Exercises and Easy Airs for
the Elemental y

DR.

THE NINCKH1*’ WELCOME, Mr. Emer
last, and, presum bly, his hes* Singing Class
is a new and fresh compilation perfect in mel
odv and harmony, and there is a great variotv of
subjects in its 1»2 pages.
!©•• attractive pieces of secular music, (songs,
duets, glees, etc.) provide lor the useful practice of

hook,

ehoire and classes.
AO pieces of sacred music, (hymn tunes and anthems) are quite sufficient for the new music o a
eholr for one year
New feature* in the elementary ceurse will commend themselves to teachers. Every wide awake
singing class teacher will be glad to examine the
new book which is to be *o widely used.
Send 76 cents for Specimen copy.

PITSONlk

WINES &

Orders r, celled

LIQUORS

•f all kind*, in the

ORIGINAL. PACKAGES

Mineral

SOflO

dtf

SEE HEHE!
show

In want of
any
nice
CAN
great bargains at (lorhain Village
One 2

a. U.

Importers.

oue

a

KNOW THYSELF./
Young, Midiili

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the Pea bo<l'
IVledicnl lnMitnte« Boston, entitled The Nc£
sncr of Life; or, Nelf-Prcncrvalien.
It is
not only acompleto and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but It contains one bund rod and twenty-tivo prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
•f which ia iuvn'unble.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of
It
any physician.
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any othor work retailed In this country for
or the
Price only
money will be refunded.
mail. Hold Medal awarded by the Na$1.25
tional Medical Association to the officer! of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.

for

“«d

by

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring;sklll and experience.
my80dftwly22

NOTICE^
“• A-Ml.S h!is bought the exclusive
right ol
the Eureka I,amp stove, for
Cumberland and
York Counties. Anyone
In said Councanvassing
ties for the Eureka Eiunp stove not authorised
b,
me will bo prosecuted.
Agents wanted.

W

JT

1“>

n Mark )t Square,

W. O. AMES,
Portland, Maine.

8pdtf

re.
6m.

Under the auspice* of Messrs. Shook & Collier.

Proprietors Uni an Nqnnre Then ire,
VerU, in Geo. H. Sima powerful spectacular

J. B. Brown & Sons,

The Lights O’London,
With its magnificent Scenery, Properties and Me»
chanical Effects, duplicates of the original models
used at that theatre.
Act 1—Park and Grounds of Armetage Hall.
Act 2—The Road from Chatham to London in the
Snow and Moonlight.
Act 3—Exterior of a London Police Station.
Act 4—Exterior of Marlebone Workhouse.
Act 6—The Borough on Saturday Night.

Street,

Offer for Mil
Maine Central.la
K
Portland and Kennebec
Oa.
Aadroecoggia and Kennebec
On.
Portland and Ogden.burg
8.
.f
Portland
City
...

......

1

Exchange
Sterling and Continental
bonght and sold at most favorable rates.

Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

...

Portland Water Co..
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Panl k So. Pacific (guaranteed by So. Pac. B. it.)
Maine Central R. R.

Cleveland, Ohio,
—

•

SALE

barg.Ue.. Friday, Aon. 31, and closes Sunday,
Among the speakers are Gen. Neal Dow,
Ex-Gov. Sidney Perharn, and other leading workers
from this and other States. Iris hoped the friends of
temperance will make a grand rally for the cause.

Sept. 2d.

PORTLAND DISTRICT .METHODIST campmeetinh
under dirr action of Kev. C. J. Clark, will commence
at same place .Wanday, Mcpt. 3, and cloee Sonday evening. Sept. ». Some of the beet preaching
talent in the State of Maine has been secured for
this meeting, and several prominent preachers from
out of the State are expected, and a very large and
most interesting meeting is anticipated.
THE

BT-

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Corner Exchange A middle Sts,
eodtf
augl

.i~ 0 Woli

Btroat, X.

X.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities end Product* bonght and told on com-

mission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
Deposits. Member* of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches 1 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected
Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wire*) 346 Broedway cor. Leonard St.

on

eodtf

BONDS.

the City.

Fryebarg Depot and Return:
Portland, $1.70: from Cumberland Mills
from
White Rock, *1.40; from Sebago Lake!
*1.70;
*1.25; from all other stations on line of Portland &
R.
R one-half fare; From Fryebarn
Ogdeusburg
Depot tn ( omphrou.d and Return, 3«c.
Trains leave Portland
Fare te

From

at 8 25 A m., 12.So and
Leave Fryebarg for Portland, at 6.36
and
2.48
and 6.35 p.m. Board and
a.m.,
lodging *1.00 per day or *5.00 per week. Tbe annual business meeting of Martha’s Grove
C»tn»meeting Association will be held at the preachAn.
stand, Tuesday, Sept. 4, at 1 o'clock p. m.
v
GEO. L. KIMBALL. Seer.
6.Z6 p.m
and 10.5o

Portland, Ang. 28,1883.

angZ9d»t

>

Government, Stale, Municipal and
bonght and sold. Special
attention given to bonds el Inrge title, and
counties! Write as if yee wish to bay or
ecU.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

PRESTON, KEAN A CO.,
Hankers, Chicago.

eodSm

marB_

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam

MIDDLESEX BANKING
COMPANY
Middl town, under
Connecticut
the laws of Connecticut, and

Incorporated

6ublect to. the inspection of the
STATE BINK COMMISSIONERS.

has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.

PER CENT,

6 GUARANTEED

online

DU W110

secured by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ot
New York. If you wish an investment, vhether
large or small, which will be (* A F E and profitable,
send for circular giving full information.

We sell more A DA M SON’S
BOT A N 1C COUGH
BALSAM than of ail other
Cough Remedies United.

EVERETT

SNITH^Je^^SSi

»pr21

Guppy, (Kinsman

cultural

Society

Will be held at

Presnmpscot
Park,
PORTLAND,

SEPT. II, 12, 13

&

14, 1883.

IArge Premiums are offered In the Agricultural
and Stock departments.
*60 and *25 are offered for the best Town Tun
*****
of 10 yoke.
Town Clubs of the
are Invited to exhibit
County
on the grounds under their own
tents, to whom frss
tickets will be furlahed upon certiHcate
from their
secretary.
Farmers’ Meetings will be held Sept. 12 and 13 in
Auotion Sale at stock
Friday a m.,
MUVekok
Members oi the Society will be furnished Tiokate
to the Pair

by applying
augZ3dtd

to

j. j. FRYE, Sec.

dun Mil!
AT

PROF

MADE

&

!

I Persons recovering from wasting diseases, such as malaria, fevers, etc., will be
greatly benefited by the use of Brown’s

true tonic.
Owf.nton, Kt.—Rev. J. N. Beck says:
‘I havo used Brown’s Iron Bitters and
consider it one of the best tonics sold.”
Cononus, Pa.—Rev. J. D. Zehring says:
“I was
paralysed in my right side. The
upc of Browne Iron Bitters enabled me to
walk.”
a

SOMETHING

GEORGE HOSMER, of

Give your orders
some time ahead.

early,

as we are

Congress dtfSt.

my 14

.

just received a
large number of Instan-

Photographs of

Sculler

of Pittsburg. Penn,,
The Western Wonder

SENIOR AMATEUR RACE t
Prizes;—Gold Watch, valued at *100, to first- Sily*r Water, valued *40 to second. To be contested
for by the following well known amateur
soullers:
BUCKLEY. of Portland; WILLIAM O’CONNELL of Portland;
MARTIN GREELEY
Portland; HUGH SWEENEY, Portland
^
CASEY,of Boston; O’NEIL, of Boston; J. MUR^N
PHY, ot Boston; KILLIAN, of Boeton

INDIAN CANOE RU E,
There will be a race In Canoes by several Oldtown

Indians.

HYGIENIC
MATTRESS—•—
AN V FACT l’ BED
(AtE BY
A. H. GACBEBT,
199 JIIUDLE KTBEBT,
I'OBTLAIB, BE,
PRICE:

Dancing all day In the Mammoth Pavilion. Mnsie
by Chandler s Fall Quadrille Band. Th.
Brass Band will furnish music for the Regatta for
further particulars regarding
fares, running
* of
trains, &c see M. C. H. R. time tallies
W1NSH1P A McGLINCHY,

BamSJ

Managers,

If

stormy postponed to first fair

da^^a^i^td

#S, 89, 810.

.ug21

GREENWOOD GARDEN.
Prof.

Harry Parks,
AN®

DR.

A RARE

OPPORTUNITY

—

ALBERT MERLIN
Every Afternoon

and

Fr,d">A« ;«»■««,
®*ATI!N«,

Evening.

w*j.b.

—TO PURCHASE

Furnaces,Stoves,Tinware, <&c.
and business of the Old nud Well.
Katnblioht'd House sf A. N. NOYBR A
MOW, is offered for sale. This firm has the exclusive sale of the Magee Furnace Company’s Goods,
finest made in this country, and parties buying the
entire stock will have the sale of these goods with
the good will of this company.
Goods at retail for the present will be sold much
below the market price for cash, as the stock must
be disposed of without delay. Per order of
NATHAN CLEAVES, I
Assignee* of
ALBERTN.PARUN, I A, N. Noyes A Son.

THE stock

STUBBS,

Boston,Lightning

WALLACE BOSS, of St. JohB, N. R
MIES H RliEf, of Saratoga Springs, II. ¥

><KKK UANCK.

d2w

followed by

n

Hnturdny K. ning, A.«. tfflih.

•'KlAD IIASK l AKMIAI..

for Fall

goods.

the World

entries.

THE
OILI
GENUINE

Marine
are the

finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still selling Artist’s Materials,

of

JUNIOR AMATEUR RACE,
Th»re will also be a Junior Amateur
with
suitable prises, for which there will be a Race,
large field
ox

A VIi FOB

I have

1EEMER,

always engaged

GHARLCS GUSTIS & CB„
493

Toionto, Canada,
The

JOHN

to sec-

have entered aad

oarsmen

Champion Scalier

5

NCl'LL

Tnrn-S600.to lint, *200
ond, *100 to third.

EDWARD HANLAN, of

'

W

dtt

4.

with

The following famous
will positively appear:

A

Congress St.

MNIONAL MINGLE
RACE.

Three Mile

ORDER

room

Cumberland County Agri-

GREATEST AQUATIC EVENT EVER
WITNESSED IN MAINE.

-TO

Yachting and
Views, which

—

Tuesday, Sept.

mar 31

taneous

TUE

LAKE MARANACOOR'

GUPPY
<fc CO.

NEW

OF

_fimeod

FIKTE

c. H.

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR
—

School Bonds

CL fl. GUPPY & CO.

AUgZS

Sale of

aug30dtd

Commences at .llsrlha’s Sir ere. Fr<e-

dent.

6s
7s
7s

...

roa

Ang.31.

THE NATO V 41.LEV TEMPERANCE
C'AMPMEETlNCi
under direction of Mrs. Wm. H. Stickney, Presi-

4s
4s
6s
6s
6s

...

Gallery 36 cents.

FRYEBURG CAMPIEETLYGS.

eodtf

decl4

Brunswick. Me.,

|

Seats 75 and 60 cents;
seats commences Friday,

by}

Successors to
Aldcn.

*

and other first-claw bonds and stocks.

Jly83

400

New
melo-

drama,

BANKERS,

The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in

OPPOSITE FALMTH HOTFL J. T.

Mon-

Liglits 0’ London Combination!

Exchange

middle

Week, commencing,
day, Sept. 3.
SHOOK A COLLIER’S

augl 7__eodtf

necessity.

Fine rortr&Itg especially,

^Portland

One

HENRY CLEWS &CO»

to make

Photographer,

Frank Cuitl*.Proprietor and Manager.

6m.

& CO.,
H. M.32 PAYSONStreet.

218

aug27dtf

PORTLAND THEATRE

5m.

B B.

“

■sna J.O iCu.

Pictures and Frames,at
greatly reduced rates,

to

Uorham^Me.^

Sale.

6«.

aqgF^ured.

residence

descriptions
f,or,P|a“»
Real Estate Agent.
WEEKS, Auc. and

ISB'-Honso lots

port-

Spring Water,

M A IV II OOD!

25 cents.

6m.
6m.
8t Panl A No. Pacific Guaranteed
JLoan Sc Trust C o. secured by B. Relate 6m.
Also other desirable securities for sale by

WELLING-

CO., Bostoi..

story bouse, ‘‘L,” and stable, kcre of land,
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story bouse, new, never has been oocopied, very nice lot OUxl IB, fruit trees currant*
Seua

BT

Also. General.Managers for New|Kngland,
FOKTIIK CEI.ERKATliD

Summit

by Telephone, No. 044

5m.
6m.
6*».

«

Northern

act, five scene*, entitled the

And you -ee all, and get a flue sail on the Forest
City Steamboat line. Custom House Wharf, all far

l-ia

Fort Wa no, lade

ft Kennebec
Monthem Pacific B. B.

organs

13

A Hook for Krery Mail!
ngnl and Old.

4

qunuiilien.

son’s

OLIVER

«•

Androscoggin

TON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.

courae.

Iiil»criil reduction for

««

digestion.

PRICE 75 CENTS.

§2.50,

Street,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
““87

IMPORTED

lowest Market

and

introducing

parodies, funny sayings and recitations, concluding
with the great and original Burlesque Circus. The
Wonderful Character Artist, Hr. I oh a C\ leach,
in wonderful impersonations of the everyday Chinaman, with songs, saying*, <&<•.. 'The sparkling entertainment, Williams & Sulivan’s Irish Comedy. In

Montgomery Guards’ Picnic!

Portland Water Company
“
Akron, O.
ma*ne Central B. B.

gestion.
A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influ-

the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children. Buy it. Try
it and you will find it a household

^Except when chartered
Sly2*

City of Portland
“
“
Zaor»Tille, Ohio
“ Ea«t
•*
Naginsw tlieh.

medleys,

and dancos
etc. The
Serio Con tc Vocalist, Miee
A a pit* Dunn, in a folio of he latest melodies.
America's Change Artists. Walter Hack and
Iwriace itlarMiou. in the-r wonderful specialty, entitled, Mystic Transformation. The celebrated Character Artist, Hr. Dan Hart, uniqne in
style, with
a piquancy of wit peculiar only to himself;
one of
the brightest jewels in the cluster. The Monaehs of
Ethiopian fun, Ned Kelly and Burt Ws eua.in
their original sketch entitled “Capers,"

8.

BOW

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspiration in sudden colds and chills.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for speelal
apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange its., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

excursions will

NATIONAL

Printing Co.,

their original songs
Dashing and Piquant

eodtf

PORTLAND, ME.

edy,

TONY WILLIAMS £E±EeE MABK SULLIVAN
in

one

paired nutrition, improvement

Iron Bitters,

Color

The Master Spirits of Irish]

186 middle 8tieet.
aug2

t the-

lUasterdon Congress of Stars,

SWA.1I & BARM

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pare
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

STOCK LABELS ALWAYS ON HAND.

BAGS.

Equipment

Ah a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

the stomach

only, commencing

MONDAY. AUGUST 27.

6s
4s
7s
6s
7s
6«
6*
S.

Lewiston
6s and
Cincinnati
St Louis
Maine Central R. R. Cons^Mort.
Northern Pao. R. K. General Mort.
St. Paul A No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Bonds and U.
Car Trust and
Securities, for sale by

W1LLAR1), Manager.

Long Island—leaving Long
for sail and dance 35 cts.

Singing ClaxNes, Contentions Choirs,

HATS.
CANNED GOODS
SILK
Packers!
HATS.
He National color Printing Co.
GLOVES
TRUNKS
AND

week

BONDS.

ing Pain in the bowels, &c.
This is the most valuable of all

bay and a dance on
Wharf at 7.16. Fare

NEWEST AND BEST BOOK FOR

NEW YORK.

2.40
6.16
6.40

& WINE.

ence on

World’s Ideal Specialty Combination, for ona

-L

Portland Water Co., lat mortgage,

of

RETURNING,

Singers’ Welcome!
STREET,

COMEDY COMPANY!
and

hhajiuh._

CONCENTRATED
EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

10.16

THE

18 BEATER

6.30

STEAMBOAT CO.

UNION

and tirocers.

STIFF

6.00

2.00

Williams & Sullivan

8 free to all.

P.M.
12.16

BEEF, IRON

NEW TIME TABLE

Great

COST
Schiedam Aromatic
FOR
SCHNAPPS.
30 DAYS

3.15

12.26
2.30
6.00

owned in Maine exoept Noe. 4 and

11.80

P.M.J

P.M.

rebutd.

aug9eodtsep4tdtd

9IIMC KE.I. AN KOI78.

**

■

Leaves
Diamond.
A.M.
D.hO

10.16

Little Chebeague at.4.45 p.

..Alb

A.M.
9.40
11.20

INLAND NTKAMKRN.

Leave Great

* ™

MINNEHAHA.

Leaves

Hare secured them at an enormous salary, the
attractions of the season, being chaste and
You must laugh; prepare for a mental
treat. Engagement extraordinary of the famous

leading

The abore races to be rolls heats, beet 3 in 6 to
harness, except in Nos. 4 and 8, and conducted by
by the rules of the National Trotting Association.
Entries will close on Wednesday, Sept. 6th at 11
o’clock p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
bo eligible. All entries must bo made to
J. J. FRYE, Secretary, 23 Preble St.,
Portland, Me.

JySldtf

and

AFTERNOONS,

mj3

10.
All horeee to be

C. LAIKCELL. TIAHAflEK.

m

Liebig’s SignaLabel. This

(6.20
16.40

0.30

Evergreen and Tref.

B. J.

_

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

6.30

Steamers trill ran to aoeomodate the PatrilUen
Entertainment. 25 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavlllion.

P. M.

12.26

2.00
3.00
6.16
9.30

COMPANY’S

P.M.

2.40

12.00

6.00
9,00

A. M.

d3\r

P.M.

FOREST CITY aMUSEMENTCO

*100-160,26,16,10.
THIRD DAY, SEPT. IS.
Ne. 9. Fer3.90 4,Teas, $300-1100,60,80,20.
Ne. «.-Fer 3.30 Claes, *300-1100,60, SO, 20
FOURTH DAY, SEPT. 14.
No. T.—Fer free for all, *300-1160. 70, 60,
80.—* IOO extra to the winner If better than 2.26.
Ne. S.—Hanning Race, 4100— *60, 26, 16,

CAW. Win. S. CBAIU.

8.60

1.80
2.46

M.
7.00
9.00
10.80
P. M.

An invaluable and palatable tonic in all case* of weak digestion
CAUTION.—Genuine
and debility.
fac-Eumle of Baron
M
Is a success and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.”
ture in Blue Ink across
—See Medical Press, Lancet, British Medical Journal, etc.
Caution is necessary
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) 0. David & Co., various
cheap and it
9, Fenchurch Avenue, London, Eagland.

0,00

AJtf.
9.40
11.30

7.36
9.46

Trip, from Peaks’ island 9.00

Last

froui BoMton lo above painm without change.
Ticket* for *nle at Ticket Office* in
M une ><nd
ew HaiupiHire,
B <gg>«ge checked through.
luamenne convenience for
Indie* with children a* this l«ne AVOID* CHANCE OF CAKN IN NEW YORK.
WiTH COM four. A-k for ticket* via NEW YORK &
JSK£ W ENC.HAND RAILROA D, nt uny Ticket Office.

LIEBIG

2.00
3.16

11.16

fr.20

P. M.

A.

_s_

11.46
P.M.
12.40
2.30
6.00
0.20

9.30
13.30

FOREST cny STEAMBOAT CO
Parties not holding tickets on the abore line will be
charged 25 cents admission,
dtf
ng27

Ne. 4.—For Colts 4 Tears 014 and Under,

Cushpgs

A.M.

—

Every Evening this Week.

14.

SECOND DAY, SEPT. I*.

Leaves

leaves
White Head

10.16

THROUGH PUUVIAN CARS

__

13.00

12.16
P.M.

11.00

_dtf

The NORWICH LINE for NEW YORK ha* the flse«t steamer* in the couutry.
Passenger* inking thi* line ean secure Parlor Cars at Ho*t«u or Worcester
ft. M. FELTON Jr.,
A. C. KENDALL,
Oeneral Manager.
Crnrrnl Pasxenger Agent.

9.20

A. M.

P. M.

W ashington.

PBO.11 IIAJRK1SON, MAINE.

4

Qreon.

Leaves

Peaks’.
A.M.

10.30

©APT. A.N. nl.lVI K
will leave as follows, except on Kxcurslou days,
when notice will he given in the dally paiiers.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Portland.
Peaks.
White Head.
Cushing’s
A. M.
A. M
A. M.
A .M.
10.00
10.30
10.46
12.00

Baltimore and

_

Leaves

Portland.
A.M.

A. M.
0.10
7.26
9.30

0.40
9.30

Philadelphia,

*"624

0.46

AT

No.S.-Fer 3.34 Class, *3001-1100, 60, 30,

CAPT. A. M. OLIVER.

4.60

DANCE!

PEAK’S ISLAND,

FIRST DAT, SEPT. 11.
Wn.l. Far 3.00 Claes, *300-1100,60 80,20;
$100 extra to the winner If better than 2.85.
in Maine,
8;. 3. For Miallion* owned
•BOB-1100, 60, SO, 20; 1100 oxtra to tho winner If better than 2.80.

STEAMER GAZELLE

_

M.

Yorh,

only line running

P. M

2,20
_

©APT. WIW. J. ( KAII..
Leaven
Leuven
Portland.
Kvergreen aud'l'ref.
Diamond,
A.

Sept. 11,12,18 k

TABLE.

TIME

Leaves

GREAT THROUGH LINE

The

l>. m.
2.16
3.30
6.00
0.40

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.
6.46
7.00
9.00
10.30

Offered by th« Cumberland County Agricultural Society, for their 48th An*
nual Fair to be held at Presumpscot Park, Portland, Me.,

7.20
9.40
11.06

0.30

11.00

3.26

I 50

SEW YORK & SEW ESGLASD RAILROAD.
To New

A. M.

_

9.00

Ho

Congress St,

and

7.30

Leave*

Cushing**.

a.16

P. M.
2.10
6.10
0.30

1.50

Lisle and will be appreciated by all
lovers of fine Hosiery.

FRANK GOUDY,

0.80
7.86
9.26
10.66

9.00
10.16

150

are all in fine French

561

A. M.

1.46
3.00
4.30
«.10

\ ?»

“

*•*«

6.46
7.00
9.00
10.80

Leaves
White Head.

A. M.

STEAMEIWMZELLE.

1.00

«

|A
IO

4“

Jt-

r. M.

ft

“

“

I.AND, RAISE.

crusade

“

»Ioo

«•

A

FREE
—

SUNDAY

FISHER, Jr.

Leaves
Peak*’.

2.00
3.16
4.30
0.10
7.80

.54
.79
.75

“

“

4IONEWNO. rout: srucET,

BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer.

TO

::

R. STANLEY & SON,

STEPHEN

C'heiuicnl (to., Romiou.

.83
1.00
1.25
1.37
1.50

FROM

“

?

“

“

REDUCED

2

-FOR SALK

Jgj1:

null
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Sale of fine Lisle Hosiery in all flic New Shades and Sizes.

variety.
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STEAMER EXPRESS.
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Mr. Jackson S. Schuiiz of New York, will
have hosts of

ers, it forms a
nnequaled in

hot

joyous intoxication, then, which
new wine of life,
and
renders you d-af to the weak complaints of
the feeble-hearted, is legitimate.
Do not be
ashamed to abandon yourselves to its influ-

Peoin

or

That

information

tor of each

household at this season are
nothing to those protected by a timely use of
SANFORD'S GINOKR, tbe Delicious Summer Med
icine.

springs from the

world. Toe newspaper undertakes tc inform
them and expects to make tbe business of

supplying

the traveller

set

narisms.

newspapers are not published primtbe means of propagating philan-

thropies, but

vour

not.

There are several other topics which are of
later discovery aud more sudden growth as

daily

But I declare to you that is
age.
I have traversed this
my sentiment.
life, which opens before you like an unknown aud limitless land. I expect to encounter nothing much more in it of the
novel; its terminatio", which seems to you
indefinitely fa off, Is very near for me. Well,
with my hand on my heart, I say that I
have found this life, which It is the fashion
to calumniate, good, and well worthy
the
appetite which youth shows for it. The one
real illusion of which you are guilty about
it is to believe it loug. No, it is short, very
sh >rt; but even thus 1 assure you it is well
to have existed, aud the first duty of man
towards that infinitude from which he emerThe generous rashges is to be grateful.
ess which
makes you enter, without a
shadow of arriere-pensee upon a career, at
the close of which so many enlightened
folks aver they have found nothing save
disgust, is really very philosophic after its
kind,. Forward, therefore, with good hearts;'
suppress nothing of your ardor; that flame
which bums withiu you is the same spirit
which, providentially spread throughout the
bosom of humanity, is the principle of its
motive source. Forward, forward! say I; lose
not your love aud passion for living.
Speak
no evil of the boundless bountifuluess from
which your being emerges, and in the special
order of individual fortunes bless the happy
lot which has bestowed on you a generous
country, devoted teachers, kind relations,
aud conditions of development in which you
have uo longer to strive against the old barof

W-si,
by the

newspapers to the temperance agitation long
ago, aud has been continued all the lime.

ple

FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy CHJTNRIPE Unwholesome
mate,
Food, Malaria, Epidemic
and Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers
Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep that be

on.

has been under discus-ion for twenty years.
No news ou the subject has failed to be

material for the

not

yet pronounced themselves with sufficient clearness.
Your years forbid you to b6 cautious.
Nobody is fearful about life after beginning
it. A kind of blindness, skillfully arranged

subjec.

However it may have beeu iu the
here iu the East attention wps paid

the

ill possess the solution of many a political
problem about which we hesitate, because

of the issues in every political campaign, aud the work of societies organized
to promote temperance, whether by legal
re8tiiciion of rum-selling or by what used to
be called “moral suasion,” has received a
fair share of attention, quite us much as it
is entitled
its
to
in cousideratim of
importance aud relation to the other news
In Massachusetts the

cold water sweetadded to ice water, lemonade, efl'ervesceut draughts of mineral wat-

BEVERAGE, with

w

was one

of the world.

Quite

contrary, young people 1 Never say, as did
those malcontents of whom the prophet
speaks, “Our fathers have eaten sour grapes,
and their children’s teeth are set on edge.’’
Your lot is fair, and I see a thousand reasons to envy it, not merely because you are
youug, and because youth is the entry upon
an excellent thing, namely, existence; but
you will see what we shall never see; you
will know what we seek for restlessly; you

No doubt there has beeu an inerwse
of interes. in, and attention to, the temperance cause in the newspaper press, especially the press of the Western States, within a
few years past, but everybody at the East
who has beeu familiar with newspapers
knows that for many years they have given
much space to the discussion of the subject.
Here iu Maiue the press has never been barren of matter on this subject since Neal Dow
law.

fate than your predecessors?

by

work.

prohibitory

are some

in Paris:—

the multiplicity the very best.”
The Union Signal must have had a peculiar list of exchanges when it began its

0aily
arily as

skill from IMPORT-

Special Trotting Premiums

GINGER. FOREST

Delicious Summer Medicine
ened,

of

devised bis

utmost

•*ED GINGER CHOICE AROMATICS, and the
purest and beet of MEDICINAL FRENCH BRANDY, from the world-renowned rintners, Messrs.
OTARD, DUPUY & CO., COGNAC, rendertug it
vastly superior to all other “Gingers,” all of whloh
are made with common alcohol, largely Impregnated with poisonous fusil oil, and strengthened with
cayenne pepper.

ASA

‘Three years and a half ago when the publication
the Mgnal was begun,our exchanges were as bar-

us

YJREPARED wit litlio

the

of

es" ia upon

SANFORD'S

■HTERTAHCnENTI.

BNTEBTlIKHn TB.

Iftl. A NR STEAMERS.

Signal,

which is published in
Chicago, aud is the orgau of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, recently contained the
following paragraph:

ren

nUMHULANEOVa.

Look out for the

■>Crand Naval Battle-'?'.
AT UKEEAWIIUn I1ANOCN,

luesday, August tfSih,

^

Aftercoon and

Evening.
NOTICE.

Get your ticket* at Steamer K.VUTa Franklin
cte. the rouml trip, fun and all
comI bined.
aag23 dtf

j Wharf. 26
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new advertisement* to day.
miscellaneous notices.
I)n. raruon & We«ley.
The Middle-ex Journul.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre Lights O’ London.
NEW advertisements
Riure Bros.
Sltuati n Wanted.
Change of T me Table—Steamer Emita,
Wante i—Experienced Salesmen.
M. C. M. A.
Rent Wanted.
Wanted—Canvassers.
Wanted A Nurse girl.
For sale—Brick House.
Girl Wanted.

The

was also a
pleasant matter of fact that of all
the six ladies and gentlemen, four were bora
and brought up in Maine, only two—Misses

Monday, Sept. 33d.

Peerless Cirrarette is

quet."

“Sweet

Bou-

So say connoisseurs.

Hub Punch is worthy of a place on all sideboards; all troable is saved in preparation.
Draw the cork and it is ready. Bottled only by
C. H. Graves & Sons, Boston. Buy from Grocers, Druggists or Wiue Merchants.
au27
MTh&F&w
_

Euterprisiug

local agents wanted in this
town for an article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hu,
miston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street
Boston.
jj30-dawltn
The Middlesex Health Journal, to be circulated this week by Dre. Damon & Wes.ev,
contains much valuable information. Be sure
to

get

a

copy.

If you are troubled with rheumatism, neuralgia, asthma or catarrh, get a Pine Hygenic

Mattress, manufactured and sold by J. H
Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portland, Me.
dtf
aug21
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Ferdinand Griffin.

Taking

boat

without license.

Fined flu and costa.
Jam. a T. .la*, u. Illegal transportation.
tinued to August SO.

Con-

Brief Jotting's.
On aeaount of excursions the Gazelle will
not run her regular trips today.
Mr. W. J. Hamel of this city has been ap-

pointed ship’s writer of the Tennessee.
The shoe stores will continue to close at 7
p. m., except Saturday, uutil further notice.
Mr. Farnsworth has not been organist of St.
Stephen’s church for some time cast.
Clouds and sunshine yesterday.
Mercury
46° at sunrise, 63° at dood, 61° at sunset; wiDd
east.

Heury W. French will give a series of six
illustrated lectures at City Hall, beginning
September 28th.
The temperance campmeeting at Martha's

Grove, Fryeburg,

commences tomorrow and
eloaes Snnday.
As showing the change in the rig of vessels
visiting our harbor, we m ay mention that one
day last week we counted six three-masted
acboonera and one fonr-masted, lying not far

apart.
A fire among come rags in Shay’s junk
store, Portland
Pier, yesterday afternoon,
cansed some excitement and Casco 5 was telephoned for, but the fire was extinguished with
a couple of buckets of water.
Yesterday morning the choirs and Sunday

schooltachersin the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception and in St. Dominic’s
chnrcb went on a picuic excursion to
Long
Island.
Tlie Grand Army will institute a post at
Corinth this evening, under the command of
Senior Vice Comm ander Kichard K.
Galley of
Portland.

Mrs. James P. Baxter has leased the cottage
of Mr. George E. Fogg, at Old Orchard, for
one mouth or longer for the use of about
thirty
inmates of tbe Portland Female Orphan Asylum.
Mr. Augustus Scblotterbeck has resigned
the position of treasurer and director of the
Port and Electric Light Co., and Mr. James

Noyes

has bee elected in bis place.
Mr. George H. Cloudman of this city has
just completed a handsome banner for Hobah
Encampment, No. 5, I. O O. F., of Saco, Me.

iLtf JUitlfc1 tUfcliV,Vittpi*Uh bullion fringe
A dog owned by Mrs.
Maggie McCarthy,
who lives on the Eastern Promenade,
jester,
day morning bit a small boy in the moat savThe boy's mother compained to
age manner.
Officer Harmon, asking him to shoot the animal.
Tbe Portland High School Cadets won the
ailrer pitcher in the
competitive drill at
Portsmouth, N. H., at the firemen’s master.

They are being entertained royally by the
Portsmouth troops. They will return home on
the noon train today.
Mr. Edward Kimball, a venerable citizen of
Newbnryport, who died last week, was fifty
years ago a resident of Portland, and was in
the lnmber business with his wife's
father,
Mr. James Hme. He afterwards
engaged in
the same business at Orono, and in 1842 removed to Newbnryport, where he has since resided^ He will be remembered by onr older
citizens si an enterprising business man and a
kind friend *nd neighbor.
Mrs. M. C. Milliken of Cumberland 1b one of his daughters.
Cumberland Baptist Association.
At the Cumberland
Association, which
meets with the Free Baptist church, on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 4 and 5, Miss
Adele M. Fields of the China mission will be
present, and those who attend will have the
privilege of hearing from one of our most successful missionaries an account of the work in
Which she has been engaged. A committee
will be in attendance at tbe church to

delegates

assign

to

of the most thoroughly satisfactory
entertaiumeots that has ever been given in
Poriland. Not only were all the participants
artists of repute, but they were at their best,
aud the various numbers on the programme
were so well selected
th«t, nothwithstandlog
the exoessive number of encores, there was
wax one

uothii g "draggy” about the entertainment,
but all passed off with great life and spirit. It

Drs. Damon & Wesley, the wonderful
magnetic or psychopathic healers, will be at
the Falmouth for a number of weeks comnext

committee was

THB BRYANT CONCERT.

Miss Margaret Bryant has good reason to feel
proud of the complimentary oonoert tendered
her last evening at High street church, for it

CITY AND VICNITY.

mencing

land and to bnild a hall. Subscriptions were
opened and $420 pledged on the spot. A

DRAMA.

places of entertainment.
The
Mains Central railroad will sell round
trip
tickets at half rap a to all who attend, and
also on Monday to members of the convention
board. No return tickets will be sold in Portland.
Accidents.

Tuesday evening, as a young man named
George H.nson, was going down a shallow
flight of steps that lead from the head of tbe
wharf at one of the islands to the ground above
on bis way to take the boat home from tbe island he fell and broke one ankle in two
plaoes.
He was taken home and the broken limb
set.

Beebe aud Radecki—being foreign to our soil.
If, thirty years ag t. it had been predicted that
four Maine people would make so decided a
musical reputation that the largest and most
fashionable audiences in the country would
strive for the best Beats to hear them, the
prophet would have been well laughed at. Yet
Mrs. Raymoud has a national reputation; Mr.
Beckett is better known now in New York,
Philadelphia or Boston than in his native city;
Miss Bryant has been heard with delight by
the most cultivated people of the metropolis;
Miss O’Brion is one of the most
accomplished

piauists
bridge's

known

any city, and Mr. Stocksweet tenor is familiar to all residents
of Maine.
to

Although Miss Bryant was the beneficiary
last night, it is but just that we should
give
the first place to Mrs. Raymond. How
heartily
she was welcomed! How delightful it was to
hear that noble voice once again I She sang
fully as'well as at her last oonoert in City Hall,
the volume of her voice as great, the rioh,
deep notes welling forth grandly in that old
favorite, "The Dost Chord.” With how much
enthusiasm she was recalled, and how fervidly
she sang for her encore “My love is like a seabird.” It was, Indeed, worth while to be selfish on such a ocoasion and draw from her all
the music that iu her generosity she was willing to bestow.
Miss Bryant has fully eaualled expectation.
Her voice has increased in volume and in richness of tone, and, in the duet with Miss
Carey,
—"Roma,”—by shutting the eyes it seemed almost as if the one voice was a repetition of the
other on a lesser soale. In her trio of German
songs she displayed great sympathetic quality
iu Bendel’s lied. For encores she gave “Panchiuillo” with muoh spirit.
All the good
things Mr. Frederic Archer said of Miss Bryant’8 siuging were fully borne out last night.
Miss Beebe possesses a clear, brilliant soprano of considerable power, and a style and execution of toe best. She gave the “Sands
O’Dee” with dramatic power, but her encore
ballad was especially bright and happy.
Mias Radecki is one of the most agreeable

pianist in the
an ease

ooncert

aud grace

room.

that

is

She plays with
verj takiog. Her

style is flowing and she interprets Chopin’s
music so intelligently and poetically It is a
pity
all of

musiciana could not hear her. She
accepted an encore in a quiet, lady-like way
that was very pleasing.
Mr. Beckett’s voice has deepened and broadened and his method is delightful.
His rendering of "Jack’s Yarn” was redolent of the
sea and took immensely.
It Is a pity he oannot be heard oftener in his native
city. Mr.
Stockbridge’s sweet tenor was heard ODly in
the grand closing quartette from "Rigoletto,”
bat with great effect.
Perhaps the most delightful number ou the
programme was the two from “Elijah” sung
by Mrs. Raymond, Misses Beebe and Bryant.
It was especially suited to the church aud it
uot only displayed the artistic method of the
sinners but brought out the beautiful qualities
of their voices iu a marked degree.
No little of the success of the eutertainment
was due to Miss
O'Briou’s admirable accomour

paniments.
The platform was pretily decorated with
plants aud flowering shrubs, and a beautiful
bouquet was presented to Miss Bryant.
LIGHTS O' L NDON.

Collier’s "Lights o’ London Company will
present this powerful spectacular melo-drama
Portland Theatre on Monday. The Buffalo
Courier says:—‘‘The bitter cold of last night
did not deter a large crowd from attending tue
performance of the Lights o’ London by the
Shook & Collier company at the opera bouse.
The play is one of the strongest of the recent
productions of celebrated English melodramatic writers, writ en especially with a view to
scenic effect and the introduction of stage mechanism and ingenuity not necessary or essential to the success of light dramatic works.
The plot of Lights o’ London has
at

the

characters

are

continuity,
well developed, and the

Naval Salutes.
follows of the saluting by the guns of the Men-of-war during Secretary Chand ler’s visit:
There was a great deal of saluting in our
harbor last week, while the
Tallapoosa was
here with the Secretary of the Navy on board.
First the Tennessee would pay her
respects
with gun after gun at half minute
intervals,
then the Portsmouth took up the refrain. It
seemed as if the honorable Secretary could not
turn over in his hammock without
getting a
salute from the great ships on either side of
him. Thursday noon, there was the usual
spectacle of a salute from the 15 inch guns of
Fort Gorges, while the officers of Fort Preble
were visiting the Tallapoosa.
The cottages on
the neighboring islands shook with the thunder of this cannonading. Flames and smoke
issued lrom the casements in each of the
eight
sides of the fortress in succession, and the
long
iuterval before the heavy roar reached the land
on either side, marked in an
impressive way
the maguificent distances of) our harbor. Island after island, and the Cape and
Munjoy,
responded in long-drawn echoes. Those who
witnessed the scene will not soon
forge: it. We
believe Fort Gorges has fired no salute but
this since the British squadron came here with
the remains of Peabody.
This fort is the exact model of Fort Sumter, at
Charleston, only
it lR built of granite instead of brick.
Like
Fort Sumter it is entirely surrounded
by water
except at low tide, when a part of the ledge
npon|which it iB built appears above the surface, outside its walls. There are two tiers of
guns in the masoDry, and over them waves the
grass of the green turf of the earth-works that
conceal the guns in barbette.
Speaking of salutes, probably the most remarkable salute
ever given on this continent
was
that which
was given the Priuce of Wales in
our harbor
in October, 1860, when he embarked for
home
alter his visit to this country. There were
eight men of war of the first class, British and
American, with their yards manned, all firing
at once, not s>Dgle
gnus, but full broadsides,
Fort Preble responding, when the
royal standard of England was for the first and last
time
unfurled this side of the Atlantic.
The din
was fairly deafening.
It was one of the loveliest days in the season, and the scene as witnessed from Munjoy and the islands, was the
grandest imaginable.
The

Transcript speaks as

A runaway horse collided with the
carriaga
of Mr. Leighton book-keeper for C. A.
Arrival of John Teemer.
Dyer
& Co., ond a wagon containing a man and
Teemer, the oarsman, and his trainer, Eph
woman, on Tukey’s bridge, and Mr. Leighton’s i Morris, arrived at the Falmouth Hotel
yestercarriage was badly damaged and the coun- day morning. The other sonllers who are to
tryman in ihe wagon was somewhat braised.
row at Lake Maranocook
Dext Tuesday will
arrive later. All the arrangements for the reJurors Drawn.
are completed and there iB
At a mesting of the Board of
every prospect
Mayor and Al- gatta
Hanlan will be
dermen, held yesterday afternoon, the follow- of some inter esting races.
present and Buckley and O’Connell will both
ing persons were drawn to serve on tbe Grand
*Jnry of the Circuit Conrt of the Uuiied 8taies pull in the senior and amateur single scull
for the September term: William H. Whittier
and John F. Blake.
And tifiJoHowing persons to serve on the
for tbe same
Cobb.

Peti^Jary

AJflSlsaac

term:

Charles Cook

races.

ner, and a bad gash cot in his leg.
Medical
treatment was at once procared, and af er a
few days ibe wound began to heal. But two
days ago, the boy was taken with lockjaw and
in spite of the skill of three physicians, conliuned to fail and Tuesday night he died. He
was bright, active boy.
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:

Portland—Diamond Island Association to A.
Ionise Bisbee, land on Diamond Island. Consideration $113.
Westbrook—James H. Proctor to William
W. Poole, laud ana buildings. Consideration

$2700.

Windham—Lizzie

E.

Whitney to Winslow
Consideration

H»wkes, land and bull lings.
$800.

__

Dry Dock Company.
The Portland Dry Dock Company has declared a dividend of $3 a share payable on and
after September 1st at tbe Merchants’ National
Bank. The Dry Dock Company does a business of about $10,000 per year and this
year
took $8000 for docking tbe Brooklyn.
This
dividend, just declared, is the first paid by tbe

eompauy, and it is said is far better than the
companies elsewhere wbo are not paying divi-

dends.

a

grand display of fireworks.

All

wishing to pass a pleasant evening will do
well to take the steamer Gazelle at Custom
House wharf and get all the attraoiiona free.
Chnndl6r will furnish music.
Reunion of the lst-10th-29ih Regiment.
These old veterans met yesterday at Trefelken’s, Peaks’ Island. Considering that it
is an off year for reunions, the attendance of
102 members was unexpected.
Gen. Beal presided at the business
meeting.
Mr. Ezekiel Hanson gave a detailed account
of the efforts of his committee to raise funds

appointed

to

elsewhere.
The clam bake was opened at 1 p. m. After
this a photograph was taken of the whole
assembly, including the ladies and children of
the members, about 150 in all.
Miss Lizzie Cook, the little daughter of a
men

veteran, gave a reading, which was exceeding-

ly interesting.
President—Bzekiel H. Hanson, Portland.
Vice Presidents—Woodbury K, Dana, Saccarappa; Murray B. Watson, Auburn; Geo. S.
Ayer, Saco; Marcus Wight, Lowell, Mass.;
Harrison A Tripp, Bluehill.
Historian, Secretary and Treasurer—John
M. Gould, Portland.
Surgeon—Josiah F. Day, Alfred.

Quartermaster—Alex. Bell, Portland.

purchase land on Peaks’ Island. Nearly
$100 had been raised when Comrade Thos.
Glendenning notified him that Mr. Chas. M.
would present the association
with an acre of land on Long Island. In consequence of this generous offer, a meeting was
G. Woodman

called and the members decided to accept.
The land was thereupon surveyed and deed
made to three trnstees, and he wonld now

formally present

the deed to the association,
with the best wishes of Mr. Woodman. Prolonged cheering followed for Mr. Woodman,
and for Judge
Peabody for gratuitous legal
advice and for writing the
deed; also for Comrade Glendenning for his
enterprise in the
matter.
Mr. Woodman and Judge
were

Peabody

honorary members by acolamatlon.
Discussion then followed as to the use to be
made of the gift. It was decided to clear the

NOTICE.
Union

Bxecutive Committee—Albert S. Spaulding,
Alex. Bell and Geo. B. Andrews.
Trustees and Committee for Organization—
John M. Gould, Bzekiel H. Hanson. Charles
Walker, George L. Beal and Elijah M. Shaw.
The President was instructed to request the
Commander-in.Chief to permanently loan the

Fitz of Norway was especially deplored on
acoouut of his long service and wide acquaintance in all three organizations of the regiment.
Generous offers were made by the Portland
members of furniture, kitchen utensils, etc.,
for the furnishing of the new building. It is
intended to make it a place where the boys can
take care of tbemselveB hereafter.
Comrade George H. Hoyt, from Minneapolis,
and Gen. Stephen H. Manning, from Wilmington, N. C., came the farthest to attend the

Co.

TABLE LINEN DEPARTMENT.

trips only.

CHAS. A. SPARROW, Manager.

and 12

Also

a. m.

a man

Closing-out

street be
to take care

75c all Linen

C. A. PLUMMER.

BltlOK
A

Napkins,

37 Commercial street.

61 State state.

at
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Situation Wanted.

WHOLESALE
perience,
Address A.

retail grocery,
any other good

or

B»C. Press
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.62

Remnants “
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HIGHER PRIGED GOODS also at
Heavy Striped Shirting,
12 l-vtc Cheviot Shirting,
Checked Shirting,

a

salary
Broadway,

N. Y.

auSOTb&S

The present term opens with very flattering
prospects. There are nearly 200 students registered, and additions later in the term will
materially increase this number. Several important changes have been made in the corps
Prof. Chase leaves tbe departof teaohers.
ment of mathematics after twelve years of
eminently successful teaching, and his place is
filled by Prof. Trefethen, lately of the department ot Greek and Latin.
Prof. Trefethen's
former place is taken by Prof. F. H. Brewer,
recently of the Litchfield, Conn., high school,
of an Ohio college and an instructor
of extended experience and excellent reputation.
Mr. B. O. Mclntire (Wesleyan University,
class of ’83) is placed in charge ot the normal

BED

-WILL

Saturday.

place

Mclntire’s college training has been such as to
specially fit him for the-work of the department, and he is a gentleman of fine scholarship and a high degree ef enthusiasm.
After an absence of over three years, at the
earnest request of the trustees, Prof. W. F.
Morse has resigned a fine position at Saratoga,
N. Y., and returned to take charge of the
music department. He will be assisted by his
wife, an accomplished musician, and such
other teachers as may be required. The musi
cal course has been revised, making it preparatory to the Eoston College of Music. It is the
Professor’s plan to build up a real conservatory of music, and his excellent success during
the ten years he was here before leads us to
expect much. An orchestra and two chorus
classes have been already organized.
The directors ot the Kent’s Hill Breeze are
Annie Richardson and Hattie E. Clifford,
from the Adelpbian; E S. Furnel and A.
Whitney, from the Literati; and W F. Bartlett and G. W. Earle, from the Calliopean
Society. The officers of the societies are:
Adelphian—President, Clara A. Lunt; Secretary, Maud Mcllroy.
Literati—President, W. IJ. Perry; Secretary,
L. E. Jones.
Calliopean—President, Pedro Gillot; Secretary, W. Fletcher.
Work on Bletheu Ball is being rapidly
pushed forward, aud tbe trustees are maturing
other plans for the improvement of the grounds
and the perfection of sanitary arrangements.
Delta.

These grounds are located at East Poland,
about half a mile from the Empire depot on

BROS.

80

ple on the grounds. The society tents with a
single exception were covered and occupied.
Some seventy cottages and family tents were
also occupied.
There were three preaching
services each day, besides social meetings iu
The spiritual interchapel and society tents.
of tbe

grounds.

Among these

last mentioned were
those of Prof. Williams of Portland, Rev. Dr.
Bolton of Boston, Rev. F. C. Rodgers of Lewiston, Rev. A. S. Ladd of iBath, Rev, E. 8.
Stackpole of Saccarappa, Rev. G. L. Burbank
of South Paris land Rev. 8. Hooper of Bethel.
The singing was conducted by E. 8.
Brown,
Esq., of Brunswick, Miss Dutton of Lewiston,
organist. Both the voeal and instrumental
parts were well sustained throughout the entire meeting.
The “Grove House’’ was conducted by the
association and gave excellent satisfaction to
the large number of guests who patronized it
both before and during the meeting.
The annual meeting of the association was
held Friday and the following officers elected
for the ensuing year:
President—Rev. C. F. Allen, D. D,
Vice President—D. B. Sawyer, M. D., Lewiston.
Secretary—J. C. Davis, Poland.
Treasurer—Gen. J. J. Perry, Portland.
Directors—Rev. B. F. Tefft, D D., Poland;
Joseph Miller, Lewiston; Wm. E. Cushman
8outh Paris; E. M. Russell, M. D.,
Minot; D.
B. Waterhouse, Mechanic Falls.
pHorrCumberland
..M,udl?>rl'^Dl‘n,el
Mills; Dr. D. B. Sawyer, Lewistoo.
The association is free from debt, with a
small surplus in the treasury,
Valuable improvements upon these grounds have been
made the first year, while the board of directors have already instructed its efficient committee on improvements to grade an entire
ndtv avenue around the encampment to make
room for new cottages,the lots on
Broadway and
the old circular avenue having all been taken
and occupied. These grounds have within a
few years became a favorite summer resort for
number of families, both in and out of
the State, and a more healthy, pleasaut and
quiet retreat cannot be found in the State.
8.
Another Portland Minister Wanted.
Rev. C. A. Hayden, of this city and Deering, has jast been visited by the committee of
a

prominent UniversaliBt church

Boston

near

asked to settle with them. Bat if he
leaves his present location, it will be to
accept
a call to a
neighboring city in this State, one
of the largest Unlversalist churches in Maine.
invited him on his own terms, and
under adviBement. We expect he will go. This is the fonrth call be hcs
received in three yesrs. When Mr. Hayden
came to Deering there was no
regular church
organization, and bat a small regular attendnow
there
is
nulson and strength, and a
ance;
large and faithful parish. We tender our
sincerest thanks to Mr. Hayden for the work
he has done in our church. If ho leaves
us,
we shall Indeed mourn our loss. At
the Church
of the Messiah his services have beau
equally
Invaluable; standing faithfully by them when
the clouds were the darkest, and at last aiding
them to walk in the paths of sunshiue ouee
“ore.
g, g p
Deering, Augnst 20th.
he has the

subject

their feet
have them

YOUR

Boots and Shoes a specialty. Ple ise hold fast to
your money until you see our $2.99 Calf
(all calf)
Congress and Balmorals.
Please
examine our
$2.60 Congress and Balmorals. You that labor by
the day or w»eh for small
wages are Invited to examine our
$2.00, $2.50 and $2.99 Congress and
Balmorals.

GENTLEMENS,

lino

Jersey Hand Sewed Goods In all the leading
Width AA, A,B, C, &D.
Children's, Misses, Youths and Boys School Boots

styles.

specials

NEW ADVERTINEJTIENT*.

M. C. M. A.

CITY

HMCKLL1NEOCI.

at 2 oclock p
and assistant will be in attendance

Librarian
Per order Library Com.

F. E.

CAN

BE

SAVED

In the L1VIKO

EXPENSES of

the Family
by the

use of Rex Magnus, The Hamteton Food
Preservative. It
preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
ami all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by tbe testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. Yon can prove it for yourself for 50 cents.
Yon will find that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.
NO NOlltED niLK.

Eggs

NO SPOILED UIEAT.
NO MTALE E««8.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days

and does not impart ihe slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
meat, fish, batter or cheese or to a qa rtof milk.
This Is no humbug; it is endorsed by uc men as
Prof SamM W. Johnson of tale College
Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid

_

Rent

Wanted.

gentleman and wife, lower rent of
BY sixAddress
rooms In the upper part of the city.
a

a

J., Post office Box,

a°«30

CANVASSERS

Congress St.,
tf

7

ef

Mayor,

the

ComCoun-

mon Council of the City ef Portland in City
cil assembled as follows:
Section 1.—No loaded 4rav, wagon, cert or ether
vehicle, shall be allowed to pass over or through the
roadways or grabs plats, within any ef the parks or
public grounds belonging to the city, without the
written consent ef the Mayor or Chairman of the
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds, expressly given therefor.
Section 2.—No person shall cut, mar, deface or

seat or stand, or any other structure
erected by or belonging to City of Portland, in or
upon any street, promenade, park or any of the pub
lie grouuds of the city, nor out, deface or destroy,
or carry awa? any tree, shrub or plant within such

destroy any

parks

street.__anglHdl

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment, a guarant.cd specific (or Hysteria, Diiliness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakelulness, Mental Depression, Soliening of the Brain renultirg in Xn*amty*nd leading
to misery, decay and
death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self abuse or
over-indulgence. Kach
box contains or.e mouth’s treatment.
$1. a box. or
6 boxes for $r».i 0; sent by mail
prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 0 boxes
accompanied with ff>.
we will send the
purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the me--v if th- treatment does not
effect
.cure. J. (1. West ACo .,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through H.II. HAY .% (
Druggists,
c/y
agents. Portfand.Me.,junction M iddlc and Free Sts-

A£lnrgcnndTef«'gant: assortment

—.•

'".K&ft'Saa

o#n«orr.n«,.

Attest: SAMUEL B.
the Common Connell.

KELSEF, President

»f

Approved August 9,1888.
J.

A true oopy.

Attest:
GEO.

aug!7

W. DEEBING, Mavsr

C. BURGESS, City Cl»rk.

d2w

given

PIANO COVERS,
astonlshinirfY

low

prices

Ottoman

bDUuliLI Covers, Toilet aDd
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruc

aug28

4tf

aug2741^

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.’
Four Coat and Two Vest Makcrii
L. C. YOUNG,
Merchant Tailor.
Woodfords’, Me.
aeg2241m
GIItLS WANTED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

Wed

myl3-dtf
FOB

MALE.

For Salt,
Yarmouth Village, tbe res'deneeof tbe late Cyrus F. Sargent, b-ing a two story and a half Cottage, with large el), out bouse, oarrlsge house and
stable, in the beat repair, with steam heating appa-

IN

ratus, hot and cold water and all modem conveaienccs
Within five minutes walk of tbe depot,
churches, post office and high school. With 2Vfc
acres highly
cultivated land, garden, fruit tress,
&c., Ac. Apply in person or by letter, to
CYRUS R. SARGENT,
aug29dlm*
Yarmouth, Me.

For Sale.

SCHOONER

YACHT.

feet breadth.

Thirty

aug22dtfNo. 6,

COLCORD,

three

feet

Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,

lac,

House Wharf.

Custom

FOR SALE.

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

Cumberland, Sherman. Grant ang
Portland Streets, also in various locations
LAND
We
the

(No. 8.)

TELEPHONE 115.

HITRROWES,

AT

—

13 MARKET
MANUFACTURES

S<).,

(DAILY)

Has removed to the oorner of
bec street, directly opposite the
ester Depot.

Bradbury.

Preble and KennePortland and Rochau4dtf
A.

BRADBURY &

—

A

of the

“DOMESTIC-SEWING MACHINE CO.
UUIVltO I Si»

jy27

W. Bradbury

at

Caw.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

d3m

Herbert O.

Briggi,

the ‘'DOMESTIC*
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
use

REtlSOfS

OFFICE,
Until October 13.
Closed
aug28
dtf

Am

—

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
RONTON

Advertisements received for every Paper In the
0ulted Stales and British Provinces at the Lowe.
Contract Prices. Any Information oboerfnlly irlren
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pkf.sh sept for i uspootlon at any time
Estimates tarnished.
Send for Circular
t ». of 100 ohoioe

or

—

American A Foreign Pnteatt,

No. 93

Exchange St, Portland, Me.
to

BP'All business relating
faithfully executed.

Patent, promptly and
jul'Jdtf

Maine Association.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Association

THE

of
the New church will be hold at the church of
the New Jerusalem In Bath, at 10 o’clock a. m on
Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883. The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. those
proposing to attend are requested to send their
names as early as eonrenient to S. F.
Dike, that
provision may lie made for their entertainment. All
friends are cordially Invited.
S. F. DIKE, President.
Bath, Aug. 3, 1883.
aug4eodtd

GIVE Him A CALL!
my 30

dtf

legnl business, will be held in the reception room
of the City Hall on Friday afternoon,
August 31st!
at 4 o’cloek. The Treasurer will be
ready to give
receipts for the annual assessment of one dollar to

Citizens Mutual Relief Society.

The

MONTREALEQUEBEC
Grand Trunk

proposed amendments to the By Laws, will
before this meeting for action.

come

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Westbrook nanufacturiug Co. for the eholee
of officers and the transaction of
any other easiness
I hat may legally come before them, will be
held at
their office No. 10 Central Wharf, on Thursday.
Aug. 30, 1888, at 3 o'clock n m.
A ug. 23, 1883.
WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.

SEPT. IOth &

dtd

TO LET.

Railway.
llth,

1883.

TO MONTREAL & Return

$G.OO
6.00

& Return

Extra tickets, Montreal to Quebec, or vice versa,
*1.00. Tickets good to go Sept. 10th and 11th
ONLY, and return on or before Sept. 27th.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Supt.
J. HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
ang28*d

Hatdew, residing

sides, accompanied with great weakness and loss of
appetite. She tried many so called remedies without avail, growing rapidly worse, when her attencalled to Hunt’s Remedy. She purchased
bottle from LoweH’s drug store, in
Cambridgport,
was

—10—

continuing its
short time the severe pains in her back and
side entirely disappeared, and she is a well woman.
of

our

relatives and friends have used Hunt’s

dy with

th^^ost gratifying
recommended S.cany times,

Summit Pleasant Mountain
and

Return,

P. & O. R. R. will sell tickets from Portland
and the B. & M. Transfer Station to the Mt.
pleasant House and return, for

THE

SB s

.

o o

all the large
are located, in dry
other Classes of goods. Fitted un
goods, Fancy
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe Elevator. Counters, fables, Has and
Water, with light
and airy basement all In
perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 1 fix
Braokett St. where the keys
maybe found
dtt

0012_

have

I

same

Lost.
Saccarappa and Libby’s Beach
BETWEEN
Xni be
iLgl !S8trVme'’t", (Catheters.)
will

a

box
Tho

,r
unuer

rewarded by sending
to J. L. HORR,
*
1).. baccarappa, Me.
aug25eod3t»

Bold Bracelet Lost.
Sunday eyening, between Slate

On
** rnnklin streets.
warded by

a"B28

I hr finder will
So North s’.

leasing at

A

•

MAN OF HIM.

C. O. Wheeler, No 23 Austin street, Cambridgpert. Mass., makee the following remarkable
Mr.

On April 27,1883, he writes as fol"I have been troubled with kidney disease
for nearly twenty years. Have snflered at times
with terrible pains in my back and limb*.
I used

statement.

medicines, but found. nothing reached my
case until 1 took Hunt's
Remedy. 1 purchased a
bottle of A. P. Gilson, 630 Tremont street,
Boeton,

many

re-

d3c.

Book

dW

a dozen rooms; Five rooms on find
floor all finished in black walnut and oak, mice
cellar and fr mace, large brick cistern that will
hold 75 hog heads filtered water. The lot eon talas
one acre, U{
»n which is a good stable, also
sppla,
pear and pli m trees and small fruits. The house A
in nice repair and will be sold on
very faverahle
terms. The horse cars pass the door ever? half

CONTAINS

hoAur*

WM. H. JERRIB.

August 17,1883.

augl7dS

w*

Brick House for Sale.
pleasantly and centrally located three Mem'
ted brick dwelling home on the
westerly eer
ner of Pearl and Cumberland streets.
Terms farerabls to the purchaser. Apply to WM. H.
JEJtHlS.

THE

dtf

Brick House for Sale.
P'rasant Street, seeond west «f
High street. Contains nine rooms, bath rsoa
Price *4,000. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,

H°?SE,.No'120

Sc.

August 4,1803,

au4d«

For Sale.
Hyperion 306 tons Register, rate 1H
good order. For partloulari Inquire of

BRIG

JylUdtf

■»

J. WILLARD.

B,

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR SALE.
the most desirable looatlon at FERRT

unarm

within two minutes walk of the Bat Viww
House. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and Derttoulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

did

For Sale.
Carleton
Braekett 8m..
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua
Inqalre
and

corner

taw
ef

Hobbs.

JOHN P. HOBBS.
so, 80 Market Street.

....
ap7dtf

Farm For Sale

|NE of the best

or

To Let.

farms in the County of Camber-

and before I had used this

one bottle I found relief,
and continuing its use, my pains and weakness all
disappeared, and l feel like a new man, with new

vigor. Hunt’s Remedy did wonders for me,
and I have no hesitancy in reconi
mending it to all
afflicted with kidney or liver
diseases, as I am positive that by its use they will find immediate
relief.
You may use this letter in any way yon
choose, so
that the

people may know of a sure medicine for
the cure of all diseases oi kidneys and lives.’’

HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Binder.

A. QUINCY, Room II, Primer*
11
Exchange
Exchange Street

Embracing the leading Hotel* at wbieb the Daily
Passe may always be found.
ALFRED.
HOUSE—ft. H. Coding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
E-HOUSE, Court St-W. S. A A. Yonng, ProALFRED

ACCJUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Cbarlea IfUlikm

Proprietor.

BATH.

BEN’S
SELf

bethel.

toBETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Proptto-

WASHER,

BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St,—H, D. Parker A Oe

Proprietors.

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St,—Stnmcko A Good
"raw

Will wash your clothes without

Can be used either in hot or cold
water.
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

SOAP.

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
SOI.E

AGENTS.

317 Si 310 Commercial
PORTI AND, MAINE.
aog6

win, Proprietors.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. R'oe A Sen

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field,
Proprietor
CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury
Proprietor
CALAIS.
ST. CROIX HOUSE-W. H.
Yonng, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
HALL. Grand Trank Railway*
0^rdKIFS»ProIl'i,0
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
dexter

MERCHANTS-EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G

Street,
eodlm

ELLSWO

„

TH.

HANCO
HOUSE—Geor
Gonld, Proprietor.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. 1.8 unQers, Prop.
KANT PORT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T.
Proprietor.

Rupture

without truss, torturr, operation or Intel*
fence with labor. Likenesses of cases before

EftlCD

aftw cured can bo seen at the ofllcs of the
HJKE CURE, 43 SULK STREET.BOSTON.

1

movemeut.

OFFICE.

national

Olca.
Led by Revs. J. S.
commence

DANFORTH HOUSE-D. Danforth,
Proprietor
NORTH ANSON.
SOMERS HOUSE. Brown A
Hilton, Proprietor

perfect,
73 TRKMONT ST.,Boston.

PORTLAND.

holiness

meeting, °T“d 0ree“ »*»■
Mld<Ue “dCnI«
Oroliard,
r*£3&*28?i8K«
117
Wm,
Inskip
*

AT—

and
McDonald
Tneadaj Evening next.

will

Tickets from Portland for the round trio eood
a
Pl
until Sept. 4th, 43 Cent*.
Call for Campmeeting Tickets.
au29dlw

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
<M- D-. Harvard, 1842). and
smSwimmu1
ROBERT
M. §S4R
READ (M. D., Harvard,
l»7tf), 41
somei'Het hlreei, Hoaitn,
give special attention
to the trwtruent of
FHTI'LA, PI LKN A IV D

*«!k
without detection from

jOthoe

o

op

KEmm.
Abundant referapplication.
4 o’clock P.M.

e®®Sf 8*T?n‘ P^wphlets
Hours—12

Bucknam

NOBKIOliEWOt'K.

EYES'
ArtTINCIAL
both in color and
W'aivanted

TNSKI&KD.

H.

HOl'LTON.
SNELL HOUSE- d). O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DaWITT HOUSE—Qninby A March,
Proprietor
lurniAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard,
Proprietor.

and

be

BUSINESS DIBECTOBT.

WM.

DIAMOND ISLAND.
bought and sold by
W. H. WALDdON, 180 Middle SI.
Building lots

IN

MA

The"

MninNiHB.

.

Now Is your time to look upon a panoramic view not
excelled from Mt. Washington.
J. F. CHUTE, Manager.
Mt. Pleasant, Aug. 29,1883.
aug29dlw

results.

and as many times
story. Hunt’s Remedy is all that is
claimed for it, and a real blessing to all afflicted
with kidney or liver trouble."
heard the

the Pott Offlco where
B^'W
Wholesale .Jobbing Houses
and

M.

and belli.
Enquire at 184 and 18tt Commercial St., 0>
1435, Portlaad, Me.
aulISeodtl

X>

address Box

eas-

use a

—

EXCURSION

at No. 824

turing Company. South Boston, writes. April 28.
1883: “While living In Cambridgeport my wife
was afflicted with terrible pains In her back and

TO LET.
Store Nos. 117 &1I9 Diddle St.

_

augSSoodtf

For Sale.
TJOILER, Engine, Shifting, pulleys

First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.

stated meeting
August will be held at
THEReception
Hail, next Friday evening, at 8
boiling.
o’clock, 3fst. The Directors meet at 7V4 o’clock.

THE

—

L.

J. SMITH. Secretary.

M. N. RICH, Secretary.
«u28dtd_
Annual Meeting Westbrook Manuf’g Co.

QUEBEC

Captain Joseph

TESTIMONY.

Fourth street, South Boston, Mass., formerly captain in the army, now with the Walworth Manufac-

of

any who have not paid.
au27dtd
WILLIAM

THE

life and

or

COMMENCING AUG. 30, 1883.

DODD’S

—

For Sale.
Very desirable Stand for Hotel, Hammer
Boaroiwg H u»e,or Country Home.
Homestead of tbe late Oliver Dow, situated
at West Buxton Village, on the Saeo River:
containing fifty acres excellent land, two story
brick bouse and “L,” barr, stable, wood houss, Ice
house, sheds &c. The buildings will be sold separate from the land if desired. For terms, Ac.. apply
to .CYRUS F. DAVIS, Went Buxton, Mxin*.

aug21

A KMT OFFICES’*

lows:

annnal

Great Variety of Other firstclass Confectionery.

TO

facility

the Aged Brotherhood of
THEPortland, meeting
for the choice ol officers, and othar

EXCHANGE 8T8.

“HO M CCT1 f1”

seven miles from Portland, In fall
view of the city. Is the gem of "Casoo Bay.”
Hotel
contains
The
sixty sleeping rooms of geod
sixe, broad halls, spacious dialog room and parlor,
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wide; lighted through
ont with gas;
eleetrio hells in every room; pars
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
for sailing,
perfect; good seabathing; every
shore ana deep sea fishing; communications with the
city tegular adfi reliable, two steamers making
round tripe from Portland, four times per day.
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THE WAl.nO,” l.iule Cbebcagas
Island, Portland, Maine, or HOLLIS* dr
ADAMS, No, ’J*J Exchange Street. Pertland, Maine.
JySdtf

BRADBURY,

Counsellors

Caramels,
Fine ChocolateiDrops

WALDO.

public July 9,
This Island,

AGED BROTHERHOOD.

Tablets,

are oflering
above at a reduction from former prices and would call the attention of Builders and investors to same.
au28eod2w*
B. SHAW, 48 Vi Exchange St.

THIS
beague Island Association, will be open te the
1883.

Many

MEETINGR.

—

Munjoy Hill.

Little Chebeague Island, Portland
Harbor, He.
Hotel, just completed by the Little Ohe-

Remt

i

C. 0. HUDSON

oa

HOTEL*.

and after taking the first dose she began to feel
ier, she could sleep well, and after

31 Exchange street,

WILL YOU CALL

tion Books and all material for
this now fancy work at the Ware-

newspapers.

Wanted.

eleven

private pupils by the subscriber

(an24

a

at

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins, Sofa

WANHIINttTON NT.,

to

J. W.

tion

BUSINESS CARDS.

Bion

TO

dlw*

J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Deerlng, Me.

public grounds.

or

Section 3.—Any person violating this Ordinance
shall be subject to a penalty of ten dollars for each
violation thereof.
In Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen. August G, 1883.
Read and passed to he Ordained and sent down
for concurrence.
Attest:
J. W. DEEBING, Mayer.

BUILDER,

Lime Juice

638

Eagle Wringers on Installments. Good salary or oommiilon paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MART1S, Manager,
8E> Temple Street.
augSOdtf

by

Wifi.

SHOE DEALER

about

Wanted.

to the

Ordinance

7‘J KILBY STREET, BOSTON, nigs.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper & Co., Cobb, Bates &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co..
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Ware & Hastings Bros Carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston.
Mass.
jy30-d*wlm

S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

Mia

to sell

Thousand Eight Hundred and

relating
protection
Public Grounds of the Citv.
AN
the
Aldermen and
Be it ordained

Samuel Thurston

m

Ch.
aug30d3t

aug28ttt

morninai
119 Winwteodtf

Westbrook Seminary anti Female (Jolley*
Courses of Instruction—Common English, ene
year; Higher English, including Business Course,
three years; College Preparatory, Ladles' Collegiate, Scientific, eacn four yea's.
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
price*. First (Fall) Term (1883) begins TUESDAY.
SEPT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.

THE

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

PRAY,

for Boys and Girls.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

In the Year Otie
Eighty Three.

Warcrooms of

)Dr.

address

Address

City of Portland.

PIANO and ORGAN

of

SATURDAY, Sept. 1st,

About the middle of September,
a convenient tenement of six or
seven rooms in a central location.
Address N. J. Press office, stating
price and location.

A

open

after
ter

M

the

Library tho Maine Charitable Mechanic’s
Association will be open f»r delivery of books
THE
next

re

circular*,

angl-dtsep3

at

LADIES,

Box
au20dlw*

GENTLEMEN

S
M. PBBRV will open Bspstreet, a school
children irom six to ten years old.
Special care will be given to teaching young children to read. Claeeee in
Mewing on Saturdays.
Pupils from other schools will be admitted to these
classes and will be advanced as in any other branch

We shall make a special sale of French
Hand-wrought Linen Collars at 25 cents
each. Goods which are slightly soiled and
have been selling at 50 and 62 cents.

Ocean Wave for Bell and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60c per lb. each. Pearl tor
cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqna Vltre for duid extracts.
$1 per lb. each.

GENTLEMENS’

CONGRESS &

EMMONS, manufacturers.

BURT A
Boston.

and Ladies In the city and country
towns. A light, agreeable and profitable ens.
ployment, and for particulars call on or addreas
CH AS. W. THOMPSON, 385 Congress St., Roem 3.

HAW,
teinbor 24th. at 119 Winter
MKM.

Wednesday, Aug. 29,

The Hnmiston Food Preserving Co.,

Cor.

2,178,

Wanted.

Apply on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
Sept. 16th. For circulars, address

'Mnee.' Vlandlrib Rrand'fSr meat;

I.ODg, Slim, Narrow Feet perfectly fitted.

It elands at the head.
The Light Running

Derring, Nlaine.

of study.

PEOPLE

rooms

dress

on

People

rDnPHfTT^owaud

men

LADY of good address, to canvass and take orders. salary paid. Address, stating prsasst
occupation, ”A. B., Box 872, Portland, Me.

SI MMER

to know that «e sell GOOD, SOLID, DUE
AMLE S t'YLISH BOOTS and SHOES for less money than any other Store in Portland.

TWINF
I as I Ilk

who are out of employ(distance no object)
own home* all the
year round; work sent by mall; anyone can do It;
good salary; no canvassing, no stamps for reply. Ador

B.VABKEV.A.M.,

Instruction in English and Class,
ical Studies

WANTED!

They have

S.

further infor-

for

Shapes.

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.
au«25
eod

d3t

-FOR-

English School

EMBROIDERED COLLARS.

oodtt

421

For

HBPTB.VBEB 114th, I8SJ.
MRS. THROOP, No. 61
High st. Portland, Me.Jy8eod till actl

$200 A YEAR

a

au29

Yonng Ladies and Children,

For

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

daring

Jlyl2eod3m

ENGLISH A ND FRENCH SCHOOL

Will

were

entire session.
The preaching was above the
average, and some of the sermons, were
among the best ever preached upon these

__

can

£?j£*2S2I:
PORTSMOUTH,

MOiDAY, SEPT.

TIattcr,
237 Middle Street.

under the direction
meeting
of Rev. Charles F. Allen, D. D., who was aided by a large number of ministers
the

WANTS.

Wanted.

485 1-2 Congress Street*
Fall term will begin

Tlio

durtng the week was comparatively large, and
on Sunday it was judged there were 5000
peo-

octSdtf

Consignments solicited

m.

NT ladles

__eodtf

MISS MORGAN’S

41t

•ng29

the G. T. R. R., and contains one of the most
pleasant and splendid .grounds in the State.
The regular meeting closed last Monday and
has been a grand success.
The attendance

V.iUI*

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merehaxa
dlse every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’oloek a.

or

aug2

Moore <fc Co.
Owen,
MERRY,

Empire Grove Campmeetlog.

ests

148

Some 25 Different Styles:-

living out of the city are invited to take
with them when they visit Portland, and
perfectly fitted at Sign of Gold Boot.

0

If,

young
ment In city
country
Spring Street. A have
steady work at tneir

MRS. THROOP’S

CAN SEE

auj'25

BAILS

ItKIT WAITED.

department,

the position being vacated by
F. A. Robinson, who has accepted a
in the Portland Custom House. Mr.

BE-

BE-OPENED SEPTEMBER 12.

mation address e lites
an3eod&w

TO DAY

IS Biel eags Ml.

•Salesroom
». O.

kindergarten

Pupils admitted at any time.

A FINE

txl

.06 1-2
.09
.12 1-2

In this department we are making reductions that are easily seen by
anyone. Our 50 CENT SPREAD is good quality to wear, and is as
many other grades of ours now are, fully 20 percent less than we have
formerly paid the manufacture; s of them for some qualities.

graduate

Prof.

aug28_

A young mau of good habits, not under
16 years or age. to learn a manufacturing business. Mast be willing to work
and commence at a salary of $100 the
first year. Address in own handwriting
Box “A,” Hallowell, Maine.

SPREADS.

JUNES

Ad-

MISS SARGENT’S SCHOOL

-BOB PABTICELAB8 ADDBKM—

WHITE

10 a.
a lot

Dailv
1

REDUCTION

Mx«s Pboctob continuing the charge of the Kim.

Kid Glove Sale Next

notice In

PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres’t and Gen. Mau. mTc! B. B.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Anctleaeeee

dergarten.

HATS

all New

vertiser.

a.

WANTED.

...

THOSE

SelectioN

freight,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

HE-OPEN—

Begins tenth year, September 26.
N.ll.

WantinG
FALL

shall sell on

Thursday, August 30, at
WE
m., at No. 6 Central wharf Portland
&
unclaimed
See

of

days.
aug7eodtoctl

hire ani

our
men from
preferred; most bring tlrst-class referand give security; state age, experience and
waited. CASSELLS CO. (Limited), 822

School for Young Ladles and Children,

FREIGHT

»tY AUCTION.

—

Arithmetic 19 taught by the Prlnoiial and special
attention Is given to all English brai*-- hes.
Occasional lectures will be given dt lug the year
upon subjects connected with the seb ol work and
there will be the following courses of t twenty lectures
each; on PhyMiology, bvI)K. Sarah Ellen Palmer; on Natural History, by Dr. Charles D.
Smith; on the History of Art by Mrs. Caswell;
in the French
L..guag. by Moas. DePoyen.
For circulars and to
engage seats apply at 9(4
Park street, after
Aug 16th. Mrs. Cs *well will be
at home to business callers on Wedne

Wauled.

ences

AND

WEPT. IWih, at 90 PARK ST.

.55

...

...

experienced salesmen to travel,
TWO
train .gents to sell
publications
21 to 30

aug9

—WILL

“

Heavy
«TnrkeyRed“
“

“

Girl Wauled.
COMPETENT Cook nnd girl for general housework.
An
American
preferred. Wages
Inquire

at

...

“

HONNELL,

J. B.

aug3('dlw*

Very Full Stock,

a

$ .50
65®
“.1.25
«
1.75
One Case all Linen Table Damask,
.33
“
“
Bleached
“.38
“

For Sale.
house No. 187 Cumberland street. In
thorough repair. Apply to

liberal.

Sale from

•Prices Hcvcr Known Before.
*’

augSOd St*

UNCLAIMED

BLUE, Faruiingiou, Maine.
ELddfes. A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.
^
eodl&t

—

Wonted.
NURSE-GIBL. Apply at 111 Middle

A
xM tween 8
of horse*.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOLS

LITTLE

HILL,.

Opening ot tbe Fall Term of the Maine
Wesleyan Seminary.

AUCTION CALM.

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

m. trip will bo discontinued on and
Sept. 1, 1883. On Sundays will run

augSOUtt

reunion.

a

EDUCATIONAL.

iDTBKTHEKlNTI.

10.40 p.

THEafter
three

association a piece of artillery.
Reports made to the Secretary show that an
uuuBually large number of deaths have occurred the past year. That of Sergt. John F.

KENTS

Steamboat

STEAMER “EMITA.”

or

Chaplain—Rev. Hezekiah Atwood, BoothBay.

to

elected

was

»HW
_

solicit farther

and

Illumination at Peake’ Island.
This evening the new dance
platform at
Peaks’ Island will be brilliantly Illuminated
with Chinese lanterns aun colored fires. There
will also be

Lied from Lockjaw.
Last week, Fred Coffin, eight years old, was
thrown from a cart in a field at Nason’s Cor-

to

arrange for the legal Incorporation of the
association.
It was voted to hold the next reunion at
Long Island, on the land just presented, and
probably all the reunions will be held ther
hereafter, except when great occasions call the

*CeUBa.»dl*UB»UWiWgWgii4rMnr>BbSM!feAk
stage pictures, aud excites and holds the interns of the auditors from the
opening of the
dr6t act until the closing scene of its
representation. LaviRh promises had been made of
gorgeous scenic display, and faithfully were
they fulfilled, the production of last night
being marked by a wealth of stage-setting seldom witnessed in cities of this size.”

appointed

subscriptions.
Another committee

NEW lOrEBTIlEMmn.

the

business.
sent

Ppropri^o5°USE’
ELMWOOD

CARLTON

■OtoRMW, Proprietor.
HOUSE-5.^m*uucr, Prop

VILLAGE.
OEVTKirK^.>’i!!.0>,‘
HOUSE, Wm. H.
CENTRAL

Smith, Propr«,,or,
naci arappa
Pratt, Proprleto
SHOW HELIAN.
Robert W. Haines, Proprietor

.Kwnu-„
PRESUMPSCOT
HOUSE,—W. S.
M

on

(awm^^Squ

SW. G.Pmt,
C0,’gre3, St.-:M. S. Oibeoa

,,

___

niKAn.

MtCUTLER HOUSE-Freeman Pugjley, ProprN

©tor.

